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01 - 1061808 - OSINT GUIDANCE -- EUROPE

OSINT GUIDANCE -- EUROPE
Date 2010-12-08 19:00:18
From marko.papic@stratfor.com
To analysts@stratfor.com
watchofficer@stratfor.com
monitors@stratfor.com
Others Listname: mailto:analysts@stratfor.com
MessageId: <4CFFC7B2.2040308@stratfor.com>
InReplyTo: 4EDDD5AC.5000904@stratfor.com
Attachments

61438_101208 EUROPE OSINT GUIDANCE.doc (286.5KiB)

Text
This is the updated OSINT Guidance for the EUROPE AOR for 2011.

I have made substantial changes to the last document that have taken a lot
of weekend/late-night hours. The OSINT team should try to read through
this as soon as possible, so that if there are any questions/comments we
can incorporate them into the document before 2011 starts.

All changes are in orange. I realize that this means that 3/4 of the giant
document is in orange (!) but it is just so you know what is new. Feel
free to just make it all black if it is annoying once you go over it. It
is for your convenient so treat the document as you see fit.
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I will add a content page -- as per the last version at the next update.
This update took a long time, so I am splitting the formating changes up
into separate sequences. I took out some of the earlier formating issues
because they were doing strange things to the document.

--

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Marko Papic

Geopol Analyst - Eurasia

STRATFOR

700 Lavaca Street - 900

Austin, Texas

78701 USA

P: + 1-512-744-4094

marko.papic@stratfor.com

02 - 1138152 - Re: [OS] FINLAND - Finland May Double Atomic Power to Cut Russia Imports

Re: [OS] FINLAND - Finland May Double Atomic Power to Cut Russia Imports
Date 2010-04-15 13:40:33
From marko.papic@stratfor.com
To analysts@stratfor.com
Others Listname: mailto:analysts@stratfor.com
MessageId: <729945484.5928281271331633379.JavaMail.root@core.stratfor.com>
InReplyTo: 756182310.5927571271331388160.JavaMail.root@core.stratfor.com
Text
The Finns import 100 percent of the natural gas from Russia. They are also
relatively flat, so while they do have a lot of water and rivers they
usually don't run in a way that would be conducive to large hydropower
dams. This means that they only get 18 percent of power from hydro.

This is also one of the best examples of how say an anti-nuclear power NGO
would serve Russian interests. Were Finland to build 3 more nuclear
reactors, it would no longer be dependent on Russia for electricity.

----- Original Message -----
From: "Laura Jack"
To: "The OS List"
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Sent: Thursday, April 15, 2010 5:59:11 AM GMT -06:00 US/Canada Central
Subject: [OS] FINLAND - Finland May Double Atomic Power to Cut Russia
Imports

http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=20601095&sid=ajnVybZbdA0M

Finland May Double Atomic Power to Cut Russia Imports (Update1)
Share Business ExchangeTwitterFacebook| Email | Print | A A A

By Kati Pohjanpalo and Diana ben-Aaron

April 15 (Bloomberg) -- Finland, the European Uniona**s biggest power
consumer per capita, may double nuclear energy production in the next 10
years to wean the Nordic nation off Russian electricity imports that
reached a record high in 2009.

Fortum Oyj, Finlanda**s largest utility, Teollisuuden Voima Oyj, and a
group led by E.ON AG want permission to build three reactors in addition
to the current four. The government plans to make a decision this month.

a**Ita**s first and foremost to be able to replace Russian electricity
imports,a** Finance Minister Jyrki Katainen said in an interview. a**We
should not be dependent on them and there is no sense in paying Russia for
electricity we could produce ourselves.a** He is chairman of the National
Coalition Party, the smaller government coalition member, which supports
granting permits to all applicants provided they meet all criteria.

Finlanda**s reliance on imports, which come mainly from Russia and supply
15 percent of all power, make the country vulnerable because of its
energy-intensive industries such as papermaking and winters where
temperatures in the north can remain below freezing for six months,
supporters of the building program say. Opponents say nuclear energy is
too dangerous and Finland should seek other options.

a**Ita**s worrying that three-quarters of Finlanda**s imported energy
comes from Russia, including 100 percent of natural gas,a** said Ilkka
Kananen, head of the National Emergency Supply Agency. a**Electricity
imports are a structural vulnerability and a risk to supply security.a**

Russia cut gas deliveries to Ukraine three times in five years in a
pricing dispute, the last row in January 2009, which lasted three weeks,
causing disrupted supplies and widespread shortages in eastern and Western
Europe.

Minus 50

Electricity consumption in Finland is the highest in the EU and more than
double Germanya**s per capita use, in part because temperatures in winter
can drop to as low as minus 50 degrees Centigrade (minus 58 degrees
Fahrenheit). The nationa**s main option for increased energy independence

http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=20601095&sid=ajnVybZbdA0M


lies with nuclear power because it lacks the oil and gas supplies of
Russia and Norway.

a**We have to reach our security of supply goal even in peak load
situations,a** said Juha Naukkarinen, head of Finnish Energy Industries,
which represents power producers. a**All applicants should get the permit
and let them evaluate when to build.a**

In 2009, Finlanda**s nuclear reactors generated one-third of the
nationa**s 68.7 terawatt hours of electricity output, while hydropower
accounted for 18 percent, Statistics Finland data show. Finland consumed a
total of 80.8 million terawatt hours, with the difference made up by
imports.

At Least One

Russian electricity cost Finland 365 million euros ($497 million) last
year and accounted for three-quarters of all imported electricity, the
statistics office said.

Finance Minister Katainen is at odds with Prime Minister Matti
Vanhanena**s Centre party, which is pushing for a mixture of new nuclear
power and renewable energy. Economy Minister Mauri Pekkarinen, a Centre
Party member, has said the government is unlikely to issue three new
permits.

a**We can easily see from the debate what the outcome will be,a** said
Tapio Litmanen, a sociology professor at the University of Jyvaeskylae in
central Finland who has edited a book on the nuclear power industry. a**At
least one new license will be given.a**

Finland, which has four working reactors, was second behind the U.K. among
western nations to start building additional nuclear plants following the
Chernobyl meltdown in Ukraine in 1986.

a**Unnecessarya**

Teollisuuden Voima, or TVO, one of the three applicants, is building the
countrya**s fifth reactor, the worlda**s largest, on the west coast with
Areva SA. The original target cost was 3 billion euros, though Areva has
set aside 2.3 billion euros for cost overruns, the company said on March
4.

Environmental groups also point to construction delays at the TVO
Olkiluoto-3 reactor, set to open three years late in 2012, as an example
of the complexities and hazards associated with nuclear energy.

Nuclear power is a**unnecessary for Finland at this time,a** said Janne
Bjoerklund, the Finnish Association for Nature Conservationa**s nuclear



campaign coordinator. a**Even one new atomic reactor will make Finland a
nuclear power exporter.a**

After Finnish electricity consumption fell 7.4 percent last year, the
biggest drop since World War II as the recession trimmed output and the
forest industry shuttered capacity, critics say thata**s evidence new
reactors are not needed and the industrya**s consumption forecast is too
high.

TVO and Fortum, which are partly government owned, have selected sites and
waste repository locations for their new plants. Fennovoima, 34 percent
owned by E.ON, has narrowed possible locations down to two in northern
Finland.

Capacity

E.ON, which runs power plants in Germany, the U.K. and Sweden, posted net
income of 5.33 billion euros last year, adjusted to exclude changes in the
value of fuel hedging. Shares of the Dusseldorf, Germany-based company
have declined 2.5 percent so far this year. E.ON gained 0.5 percent to
28.54 euros as of 11:13 a.m. in Frankfurt.

Finlanda**s four reactors have a capacity of about 2,700 megawatts.
Olkiluoto-3 will produce 1,600 megawatts. The proposed three new reactors
would add from 3,500 megawatts to 6,100 megawatts. The government predicts
electricity usage of about 100 terawatt hours in 2030, while the Finnish
energy industry forecasts it will grow faster.

New power sources are also needed to replace plants that come to the end
of their lifespan and are taken offline. Fortuma**s two Loviisa reactors
will be shuttered in 2027 and 2030. Of Finlanda**s current power plants,
only Olkiluoto-3 and some hydropower plants will be generating electricity
in 2050, Finnish Energy Industriesa** data shows.

To contact the reporters on this story: Kati Pohjanpalo in Helsinki at
kpohjanpalo@bloomberg.net; Diana ben-Aaron in Helsinki at
dbenaaron1@bloomberg.net.
Last Updated: April 15, 2010 05:26 EDT

--
Marko Papic

STRATFOR Analyst
C: + 1-512-905-3091
marko.papic@stratfor.com
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Re: INSIGHT - RUSSIA/ENERGY - New Gazprom Champion for NordStream
Date 2008-10-06 13:41:59
From marko.papic@stratfor.com
To analysts@stratfor.com
Others MessageId: <67185834-B7B7-4608-BEBE-116E34DBE9E9@stratfor.com>
InReplyTo: 48E9F7DE.2060503@stratfor.com
Text
Brilliant move by Moscow.

On Oct 6, 2008, at 6:35, Lauren Goodrich wrote:

moreover... another former leader bought outright like schroeder

marko.papic@stratfor.com wrote:

Finns playing their cold war role again.i? 1/2i? 1/2

On Oct 6, 2008, at 5:56, Lauren Goodrich
wrote:

PUBLICATION: yes
ATTRIBUTION: sources in Gazprom
SOURCES RELIABILITY: C
ITEM CREDIBILITY: 3
SOURCE HANDLER: Lauren

Gazprom has pulled off a master stroke by recruiting former Finnish
prime minister Paavo Lipponen as Nord Streami? 1/2i? 1/2i? 1/2i?
1/2i? 1/2i? 1/2i? 1/2i? 1/2i? 1/2s new champion. Lipponen has
already made much headway with Finnish authorities, but his main
mission is to convince the Swedish authorities of the environmental
harmlessness of Nord Stream and to dispel their doubts regarding the
installation of the pipeline in their exclusive economic zones.
Gazprom feels confident in Lipponeni? 1/2i? 1/2i? 1/2i? 1/2i? 1/2i?
1/2i? 1/2i? 1/2i? 1/2s efforts in Helsinki but understands that
Stockholm will be the big challenge.

--
Lauren Goodrich
Director of Analysis
Senior Eurasia Analyst
Stratfor
T: 512.744.4311
F: 512.744.4334
lauren.goodrich@stratfor.com
www.stratfor.com
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04 - 1677075 - Re: [Eurasia] DISCUSSION - Russian natural gas prices/exports

Re: [Eurasia] DISCUSSION - Russian natural gas prices/exports
From marko.papic@stratfor.com
To eurasia@stratfor.com
Others MessageId: <1398637706.193361246388627002.JavaMail.root@core.stratfor.com>
InReplyTo: 4A4A60DC.4050608@stratfor.com
Text
Russia will destroy itself ... so I agree on Russia not being a king
forever...
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But yes... please feel free to brush off the Europeans. :)

----- Original Message -----
From: "Eugene Chausovsky"
To: "EurAsia AOR"
Sent: Tuesday, June 30, 2009 2:00:44 PM GMT -05:00 Colombia
Subject: Re: [Eurasia] DISCUSSION - Russian natural gas prices/exports

Well, Sweden has made its main priority for their EU presidency. What that
actually means remains to be seen, of course. But the fact that their goal
is to further integrate their natural gas and electricity systems means
that gains by Western European countries could be more easily transferred
eastward (such as reversing pipeline flows, eh?).

Again, I'm not really disagreeing with you here. I just don't think we can
brush the Europeans off and assume Russia will remain king forever.

Marko Papic wrote:

If Germany is all about Nordstream, then Germany is not really going to
be helping Poland and the Balts with energy diversification...

Hey, I just wrote a freaking giant Sweden monograph and am writing an
assessment of their EU Presidency... I am certainly not one to bash on
Stockholm. But can Sweden really help them?

----- Original Message -----
From: "Eugene Chausovsky"
To: "EurAsia AOR"
Sent: Tuesday, June 30, 2009 1:45:19 PM GMT -05:00 Colombia
Subject: Re: [Eurasia] DISCUSSION - Russian natural gas prices/exports

Yeah, Nordstream was a huge surprise to me and goes against what our
strategic assessment has been. We'll have to sit down with Lauren when
she gets back and talk all of this out - since she has spoken to the
officials actually involved in all these projects, obviously that is
what we will have to work from. It really seems like a lot of this has
been turned on its head, and it would be great to get further clarity on
these issues and review our assessment...

Marko Papic wrote:

I disagree with your assessment of how easy it would be to help the
Balts and Poland... What can Sweden really do?

A comprehensive nuclear energy program is an idea... and I think the
only one I see as a viable option to ween them of off Russia. LNG
facilities would help, but again, that does not really lower Russian
grip.



Also, if Nordstream really is happening, then Poland is FUCKED.
Remember why Poland didn't have cut offs in January... Exactly. That
reason is gone with Nordstream!

----- Original Message -----
From: "Eugene Chausovsky"
To: "EurAsia AOR"
Sent: Tuesday, June 30, 2009 1:34:31 PM GMT -05:00 Colombia
Subject: Re: [Eurasia] DISCUSSION - Russian natural gas prices/exports

Which countries in Central Europe are we really talking about? Sweden
obviously cares about Poland and the Balts - it would not take that
much to wean these countries off of Russia, and they certainly want to
be less dependent on Russian supplies.

Marko Papic wrote:

What I'm arguing is that these diversification efforts will cause
that dip to be sustainable in the long run.

How many of these projects come online though in 2010? The
Norweigians, as you discuss in your piece, can't expand past
120bcm...

On your second point, I think it is becoming more and more unlikely
that the EU will have a unified response. If Lauren's insight on
Nordstream is correct, it is highly unlikely the EU gets out of the
Russian energy trap.

And think about it... what would it take for Europe to really be
free? Simple answer: it would take Western Europe funding
infrastructure development in Central/Eastern Europe. Do you see
that happening? Or is it just easier to let them slip back into the
Russian fold.

I think we need to start understanding that W. Europe does not give
a fuck about Central Europe. There is no magic EU unity over this...
W. Europe will let C. Europe slip into the Russian sphere in my
opinion and not think twice about it.

----- Original Message -----
From: "Eugene Chausovsky"
To: "EurAsia AOR"
Sent: Tuesday, June 30, 2009 1:16:36 PM GMT -05:00 Colombia
Subject: Re: [Eurasia] DISCUSSION - Russian natural gas
prices/exports

The recession, not the projects, is the cause of the 2009 dip. What
I'm arguing is that these diversification efforts will cause that
dip to be sustainable in the long run. There have actually been a



number of pipelines and LNG plants that have come online over the
last few years. And while Germany might opt for Russian gas over
LNG, what about France or UK or Poland?

Another point - after the recession is over, whenever that may be,
don't you think the Europeans will be more willing to invest
billions in energy projects over having to pay for supplies that may
or may not get cut off by Russia? Right now, money is one of the
main obstacles to not diversifying, because its cheaper to get
supplies from pipelines that are already there (so they have been
going through Norway as much as possible). Once that constraint is
lifted, why does Russia keep benefiting?

Marko Papic wrote:

First of all, none of the projects you have listed are the cause
of the 2009 dip. That should give you pause.

Second:

* Norway natural gas expansion
* Algeria natural gas expansion
* Nuclear power plants
* LNG import plants
* Renewable energy programs
Let's leave off the renewables... that's a joke at this point. I
agree with LNG and nuclear. And that is why I want us to watch
those and understand them. As for Norway, they are definitely
developing and expanding, but we have no way to know if they can
keep find epic fields in the North Sea.

Which is why, I am not so sure that all of these together can
"come together" in the next few years... Maybe, maybe not.

Also, if they have been working on these projects "for years"
where are they? Norweigians should be applauded for their efforts,
but it's like they are the ones working in vacuum. Props to Europe
on expanding pipelines to North Africa, I can't say anything bad
about that for sure.

But I don't really see LNG and nuclear facilities replacing
Russian gas soon. Also, don't forget that the more EUrope relies
on LNG the more it is going to up the price of LNG due to rising
demand. What happens when LNG becomes more expensive than Russian
gas? Do you think Germany will buy LNG over Russian gas at that
point? Don't bet on it.

----- Original Message -----
From: "Eugene Chausovsky"
To: "EurAsia AOR"



Sent: Tuesday, June 30, 2009 1:01:01 PM GMT -05:00 Colombia
Subject: Re: [Eurasia] DISCUSSION - Russian natural gas
prices/exports

Ok, I agree with you that the recession has made 2009 a very
atypical year. But that is not what I'm arguing.

I don't think the recession is the cause of Gazprom's downfall,
but it is a unique event that (ironically) buys the Europeans time
to continue and accelerate their diversification programs. And
again, to assume that it will be contained only to 2009, is in my
opinion optimistic. In the meantime (and I know I will get
arguments about this, which I'm not saying are not substantiated)
the following projects will be developing and/or coming online:
* Norway natural gas expansion
* Algeria natural gas expansion
* Nuclear power plants
* LNG import plants
* Renewable energy programs
None of these alone are very convincing, but altogether and over
the course of a few years, these will continue to provide more and
more of Europe's consumption and therefore eat into Gazprom's
exports. These efforts do not happen in a vacuum, they are
ongoing, and despite Europe's lack of unity and mind-blowingly
complex bureaucracy, the fact is they have already completed and
been working on such projects for years and will continue to do so
in the future.

Marko Papic wrote:

Well, what if Russian exports dip to 100 bcm this year and then
stay there.

Agreed! But why are we extrapolating this assumption from
2009... the year of apocalypse!? I keep saying this over and
over... It's like saying that we will all be boiled alive on
planet earth in 60 years if temperatures keep going up. 2009 is
a really messed up year.

There is no trend until we can confirm it AFTER the recession is
over.

----- Original Message -----
From: "Eugene Chausovsky"
To: "EurAsia AOR"
Sent: Tuesday, June 30, 2009 12:22:00 PM GMT -05:00 Colombia
Subject: Re: [Eurasia] DISCUSSION - Russian natural gas
prices/exports



Well, what if Russian exports dip to 100 bcm this year and then
stay there. Russia is no longer the primary supplier to Europe,
and has less of an energy lever to drive its foreign policy.

I'm not saying this is going to happen right away or that Russia
is screwed by this. But the trend is there...and as important as
natural gas is for Russia, we should take note when exports
start to fall at the expense of other suppliers.

Marko Papic wrote:

Ok... awesome. So?

So what if Russian exports dip to 100bcm this year? What is
the relevance of this fact...

----- Original Message -----
From: "Eugene Chausovsky"
To: "EurAsia AOR"
Sent: Tuesday, June 30, 2009 12:14:42 PM GMT -05:00 Colombia
Subject: Re: [Eurasia] DISCUSSION - Russian natural gas
prices/exports

Very unlikely, in my opinion. Industrial production has still
been dropping month-on-month in the last few months, so it
has yet to even bottom out. For output to start picking up
again, the overall financial and economic situation in Europe
has to improve markedly and get exports going again. There has
been little evidence of that happening in 2009.

Marko Papic wrote:

If industrial output starts picking up again, no guarantee
of that, then there is definitely chance of it picking up
heat in 2nd half.

----- Original Message -----
From: "Eugene Chausovsky"
To: "EurAsia AOR"
Sent: Tuesday, June 30, 2009 12:04:15 PM GMT -05:00 Colombia
Subject: [Eurasia] DISCUSSION - Russian natural gas
prices/exports

*This is a very interesting article, published last week by
Euractiv, that factors into our re-examination of Russian
gas supplies. The argument here is that it is not the
financial crisis that has led to the significant drops in
Russian exports, but rather the Europeans foregoing the
higher prices of long-term contracts with Russia for much
lower prices on the spot market. Medvedev (the Gazprom one)



even said this was a rational approach by the Europeans, but
will soon reverse itself once the average price of Russian
gas falls later in the year.

I still think that a forecast of over 140 bcm in Russian
exports to Europe is very optimistic though...and this does
not change the fact that the Europeans are moving forward
with certain diversification projects.
To get to 140 bcm, exports would have to really pick up in
the 2nd half of 09 (they were only 26 bcm in 1Q and will be
somewhere similar, if not less, in 2Q). Thoughts?

Gazprom forecasts 40% drop in sales to Europe
http://www.euractiv.com/en/energy/gazprom-forecasts-40-drop-sales-europe/article-183498
Published: Thursday 25 June 2009

Russia's Gazprom expects its sales to Europe to drop 40%
this year but sees European demand picking up again as the
average price in 2009 falls by a third, its export chief
said on 24 June.
Background:

Prices may be one of the reasons behind the "major" gas
crisis that is currently unfolding between Russia and
Ukraine, prompting European Commission President JosA(c)
Manuel Barroso to report to EU leaders at a recent summit in
Brussels (EurActiv 19/06/09).

Barroso informed EU heads of state and government of
Ukraine's difficulties in paying for underground storage of
Russian gas this summer when demand is low, putting
stability of supplies at risk when demand picks up this
winter.

In recent years, Gazprom has been selling gas to Kiev and
buying it back in winter: a scheme which works well when gas
prices are on the rise, but which would trigger heavy losses
for Ukraine's Naftogaz this year, because gas prices are set
to fall.

Clients in Europe also adjust their imports according to gas
prices. Meanwhile, as a consequence of the January gas
crisis between Russia and Ukraine (see EurActiv LinksDossier
on 'Pipeline politics'), European countries are actively
seeking alternative supplies and building LNG terminals to
bring gas from the Middle East as a way of reducing their
dependence on Russian imports.

http://www.euractiv.com/en/energy/gazprom-forecasts-40-drop-sales-europe/article-183498


Gazprom announced that it may cut its investment programme
by 30% this year due to weakened finances, agencies
announced.

At a news briefing, Alexander Medvedev rebuffed accusations
that a rigid pricing policy was to blame for plummeting
sales, and insisted that Gazprom would not offer cheaper gas
to stimulate demand.

The world's largest gas company will only export 142 billion
cubic metres of gas to Europe this year, down from 158.8 bn
last year, with export revenues falling to $40 billion from
$65 billion, Medvedev said.

"When there is a global storm there is no safe haven
anywhere," he said.

Medvedev added that a sharp drop in exports in the first
half of 2009 was not the result of the financial crisis, but
of gas prices on the spot market that were half those in
Gazprom's long-term contacts.

"Our consumers, being rational in their approach, have opted
for the less expensive choice," he said.

But the average price of gas is falling, and will soon help
bring consumers back around to Russian imports, Medvedev
added.

He forecast that the average cost of Russian gas will be
more than $280 per thousand cubic metres on export markets
in 2009, down from $400 in 2008 but at the upper range of
previous guidance.

No need to panic

Some analysts agreed that discounts could be
counterproductive for Gazprom.

"If they now, as prices are falling, break their pricing
policy by giving discounts, their customers in Europe would
also ask for discounts when the prices start rising," said
Maria Radina, an oil and gas analyst at UBS in Moscow.

"That could result in a complete spot situation, which would
mean a loss of predictability in future sales and volumes."

European consumers, who buy a quarter of their gas from
Gazprom, have also been buying more alternative fuels and



cutting imports as they wait for gas prices to catch up with
distinctly lower oil prices.

Medvedev said Algeria and Nigeria suffered from the same
problem in the fourth quarter of 2008 and the first quarter
of 2009, and only Norway had increased supplies.

"But we don't see any reason to panic or for pessimism,"
said Medvedev, adding he believed Gazprom would boost its
European market share in the future.

"Norway has no special flexibility. The structure of their
price formula is such that the spot segment is prevailing,"
he said, countering remarks by an energy ministry official
this week that Gazprom should have been more flexible in its
pricing.

"The advantage of our contracts is in price predictability,"
he said. "It doesn't make any sense to halve prices to see
offtake picking up by, let's say, 3%".

"And starting from April we are seeing gas imports are
beginning to exceed our expectations," he added.
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To analysts@stratfor.com
Others Listname: mailto:analysts@stratfor.com
MessageId: <4CD98A17.2040308@stratfor.com>
InReplyTo: 4CD985C2.4060603@stratfor.com
Text
really good job in tying this together to Russia's overall strategy,
Swedish politics, the Georgia War, etc. few comments

On 11/9/10 11:32 AM, Marko Papic wrote:

TITLE: Finland/Russia: Love Affair in the Baltic?

-- I have to go to a meeting, so Eugene will take comments and put into
edit on this one. I can probably do F/C when I get back.

Finland's President Tarja Halonen met with Russian President Dmitri
Medvedev on Nov. 9 amidst her four-day visit to Russia that ends on Nov.
11. Finland's foreign trade and development minister, foreign minister
as well as a business delegation are accompanying her on the visit that
will also include a sit-down with Russian prime minister Vladimir Putin.
Halonen will also travel to Kazan, capital of the Tatarstan Republic, to
meet with the representatives of Finno-Ugric minorities the Mari and
Udmurt.

Finnish-Russian relations are normally a bellwether of general
European-Russian relationship. When Moscow is weak and focused on
domestic problems, Helsinki contemplates integrating into the West
geopolitically. However, when Moscow is assertive and involved in
European affairs, Helsinki falls back to its neutrality.

Halonen's state visit to Russia follows a July visit to Finland by
Medvedev, which was preceded by a number of meetings between the two
presidents and prime ministers over the past two years. During a joint
press conference on Nov. 9 Medvedev and Halonen exalted the
Finno-Russian relationship, pointing that the two countries meet at high
level more often than most European states and that every time they meet
the agenda is sizeable. This time around the issues include general
European security issues, Russian modernization -Moscow wants Finnish
high-tech telecommunication expertise - Russian desire to get the
visa-free EU waiver, which Halonen has said she would support, and
Russia's WTO accession, which is admittedly very low on Moscow's list of
priorities. (LINK:
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/russia_wto_never_mind)

Also on the agenda is the long-standing dispute between Helsinki and
Moscow over Russian threat to impose timber export tariff increases.
(LINK:
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/finland_russia_eu_and_timber_war) The
tariffs were supposed to force Scandinavian paper and pulp producers -
Finnish paper and pulp industry accounts for 10 percent of its gross
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domestic product - to move some of their production to Russia. The
Kremlin wants to move from being a mere exporter of timber to an actual
producer of manufactured products.

The threat of tariffs still exists, however it was postponed in November
2008 - after a meeting between Putin and then Finnish Prime Minister
Matti Vanhanen - and again in the fall of 2009 - again during talks
between Putin and Vanhanen - until 2011. The main reason for the
continued postponement of tariff increases has been Finnish agreement to
let Russia's Nord Stream (LINK:
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20091118_russia_eu_energy_security_and_continent
) natural gas pipeline transverse Finnish territorial waters on its way
to Germany via the Baltic Sea.

However, the postponement has wider geopolitical roots as well, and is
connected to events as disparate as Swedish politics, the 2008 Georgia
War and Finland's plans for joining NATO.

Prior to August 2008, Finland was beginning to publically contemplate
its future relationship with NATO (LINK:
http://www.stratfor.com/finland_sweden_and_lure_nato), including a
public statement by its defense minister in April 2007 urging
membership. Neighboring Sweden's ruling party - the Moderates - are in
favor of Sweden joining NATO at a time when the public opinion becomes
amenable to membership. Finnish longstanding post-Cold War policy is
that it would contemplate NATO membership if Sweden joined. (LINK:
http://www.stratfor.com/geopolitical_diary/20090312_geopolitical_diary_natos_expansion_and_rus
sias_fears)
the order of the sentences in this para are kind of out of whack; makes
the logic flow difficult to grasp upon first reading. writers issue more
than anything else. made a suggestion for how to prepare the reader for
what is coming.

For Russia, Finland's NATO membership is unacceptable. Finland is only a
stone-throw away from Russia's second largest city St. Petersburg and
possesses the longest land border between Russia and a EU member state.
Finnish membership, combined with the fact that Estonia across the Gulf
of Finland is already a member, would mean that Russia's St. Petersburg
would be bottled up between Finland and Estonia. For Russia, Finland has
to remain a buffer against the West, and Moscow is perfectly fine with a
Finland that is neutral.

map handy?

Russia fought a bitter war against Finland at the onset of World War II
in 1939 - the Winter War - to try to wrestle Finnish independence and
incorporate it back under Moscow's control (Russian Empire originally
conquered Finland during the Finnish War from Sweden in 1809, but lost
it following the Bolshevik Revolution at the end of 1917 as Helsinki
used the opportunity of internal Russian strife to become independent).

http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20091118_russia_eu_energy_security_and_continent
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Finland managed to stave off the initial Russian invasion, incurring
enormous casualties on Soviet troops, but realized that it would not be
able to hold off indefinitely. It therefore gave up 9 percent of its
territory and at the time its second-largest city, Viipuri (now the
Russian city of Vyborg), in the subsequent peace treaty. is this
territory part of Russia today? just curious, not really necessary to
address in the piece Finland was after World War II allowed to have a
democratically elected government, an independent commercial policy --
allowing it to develop links with the West --but remained neutral on all
geopolitical issues.

Which is why the Russian August 2008 intervention in Georgia had as much
to do with Finland as with any country in Europe. Georgia was another
European country that flirted with NATO membership and that Russia
considers a key geographical buffer against potential security threats.
Helskinki got the message and immediately toned down its talk about
potential NATO membership and agreed to allow Russia build Nord Stream
in 2009. this sentence is the key point that emanates from that para
which was kind of confusing. The relationship markedly improved between
the two countries and Moscow postponed the timber tariff increases
immediately in the fall of 2008. Meanwhile, the Swedish Moderate party
has lost its majority in Stockholm and is not looking to put NATO
membership on the agenda any time soon.

Ultimately the Finnish-Russian relations are important because they are
a bellwether for how powerful Russia is. When Russia is strong - as it
is currently amidst its resurgence into its former sphere of influence -
Finland understands that its neutrality is a safeguard against Moscow's
encroachment. We can therefore expect in the current context that
Helsinki-Moscow relations will continue to improve while Finnish NATO
aspirations become muted.

However, Russia also likes touting its good relations with Finland for
another reason. Certainly there are the beneficial economic links -
Russia is Finland's largest trade partner - and potential cooperation on
high-tech projects that would benefit Russia's modernization and Finnish
companies' bottom line. But for Russia Finland is also an important
model as written this sounds like Russia wants to emulate Finland, which
is not what you're trying to say. How about "Russia sees Finland as a
model for how other countries on its periphery should balance themselves
between Moscow and the West," something like that?. Helsinki's policy of
open trade with the West and compliance with Soviet geopolitical demands
of Finnish neutrality gave birth to the term of "Finlandization" during
the Cold War. For Russia, this is a model that the Baltic States, but
also Georgia, may want to study carefully. (LINK:
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20100426_russia_unrest_foreign_policy_tool
) Which is why it is in the interest of Moscow to show how mutually
beneficial such a relationship can be. A commitment by the Baltics and
Georgia to a similar policy of neutrality in the 21st Century would be a

http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20100426_russia_unrest_foreign_policy_tool


first step in satisfying Moscow's geopolitical insecurities. Which is
why Halonen's visit is about much more than just Moscow and Helsinki.

--

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Marko Papic

Geopol Analyst - Eurasia
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a few comments below

-----------------
Reginald Thompson
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From: "Marko Papic"
To: "Analyst List"
Sent: Tuesday, November 9, 2010 11:32:50 AM
Subject: ANALYSIS FOR COMMENT - FINLAND/RUSSIA: Love Affair in the Baltic?

TITLE: Finland/Russia: Love Affair in the Baltic?

-- I have to go to a meeting, so Eugene will take comments and put into
edit on this one. I can probably do F/C when I get back.

Finlanda**s President Tarja Halonen met with Russian President Dmitri
Medvedev on Nov. 9 amidst her four-day visit to Russia that ends on Nov.
11. Finlanda**s foreign trade and development minister, foreign minister
as well as a business delegation are accompanying her on the visit that
will also include a sit-down with Russian prime minister Vladimir Putin.
Halonen will also travel to Kazan, capital of the Tatarstan Republic, to
meet with the representatives of Finno-Ugric minorities the Mari and
Udmurt.

Finnish-Russian relations are normally a bellwether of general
European-Russian relationship. When Moscow is weak and focused on domestic
problems, Helsinki contemplates integrating into the West geopolitically.
However, when Moscow is assertive and involved in European affairs,
Helsinki falls back to its neutrality.

Halonena**s state visit to Russia follows a July visit to Finland by
Medvedev, which was preceded by a number of meetings between the two
presidents and prime ministers over the past two years. During a joint
press conference on Nov. 9 Medvedev and Halonen exalted the Finno-Russian
relationship, pointing that the two countries meet at high level more
often than most European states and that every time they meet the agenda
is sizeable. This time around the issues include general European security
issues, Russian modernization a**Moscow wants Finnish high-tech
telecommunication expertise a** Russian desire to get the visa-free EU
waiver, which Halonen has said she would support, and Russiaa**s WTO
accession, which is admittedly very low on Moscowa**s list of priorities.
(LINK: http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/russia_wto_never_mind)

Also on the agenda is the long-standing dispute between Helsinki and
Moscow over Russian threat to impose timber export tariff increases.
(LINK: http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/finland_russia_eu_and_timber_war)
The tariffs were supposed to force Scandinavian paper and pulp producers
a** Finnish paper and pulp industry accounts for 10 percent of its gross
domestic product a** to move some of their production to Russia. The
Kremlin wants to move from being a mere exporter of timber to an actual
producer of manufactured products.

The threat of tariffs still exists, however it was postponed in November
2008 a** after a meeting between Putin and then Finnish Prime Minister
Matti Vanhanen a** and again in the fall of 2009 a** again during talks
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between Putin and Vanhanen a** until 2011. The main reason for the
continued postponement of tariff increases has been Finnish agreement to
let Russiaa**s Nord Stream (LINK:
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20091118_russia_eu_energy_security_and_continent
) natural gas pipeline transverse Finnish territorial waters on its way to
Germany via the Baltic Sea.

However, the postponement has wider geopolitical roots as well. Prior to
August 2008, Finland was beginning to publically publicly contemplate its
future relationship with NATO (LINK:
http://www.stratfor.com/finland_sweden_and_lure_nato), including a public
statement by its defense minister in April 2007 urging membership.
Neighboring Swedena**s ruling party a** the Moderates a** are in favor of
Sweden joining NATO at a time when the public opinion becomes amenable to
membership. Finnish longstanding post-Cold War policy is that it would
contemplate NATO membership if Sweden joined. (LINK:
http://www.stratfor.com/geopolitical_diary/20090312_geopolitical_diary_natos_expansion_and_rus
sias_fears)

For Russia, Finlanda**s NATO membership is unacceptable. Finland is only a
stone-throw away stone's throw from Russiaa**s second largest city St.
Petersburg and possesses the longest land border between Russia and a EU
member state. Finnish membership, combined with the fact that Estonia
across the Gulf of Finland is already a member, would mean that Russiaa**s
St. Petersburg would be bottled up between Finland and Estonia. For
Russia, Finland has to remain a buffer against the West.

Russia fought a bitter war against Finland at the onset of World War II in
1939 a** the Winter War a** to try to wrestle Finnish independence and
incorporate it back under Moscowa**s control (Russian Empire originally
conquered Finland during the Finnish War from Sweden in 1809, but lost it
following the Bolshevik Revolution at the end of 1917 as Helsinki used the
opportunity of internal Russian strife to become independent). Finland
managed to stave off the initial Russian invasion, incurring enormous
casualties on Soviet troops, but realized that it would not be able to
hold off indefinitely. It therefore gave up 9 percent of its territory and
at the time its second-largest city, Viipuri (now the Russian city of
Vyborg), in the subsequent peace treaty. Finland was after World War II
allowed to have a democratically elected government, an independent
commercial policy -- allowing it to develop links with the West --but
remained neutral on all geopolitical issues.

Which is why the Russian August 2008 intervention in Georgia had as much
to do with Finland as with any country in Europe. Georgia was another
European country that flirted with NATO membership and that Russia
considers a key geographical buffer against potential security threats.
Helskinki Helsinki got the message and immediately toned down its talk
about potential NATO membership and agreed to allow Russia build Nord
Stream in 2009. The relationship markedly improved between the two
countries and Moscow postponed the timber tariff increases immediately in
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the fall of 2008. Meanwhile, the Swedish Moderate party has lost its
majority in Stockholm and is not looking to put NATO membership on the
agenda any time soon.

Ultimately the Finnish-Russian relations are important because they are a
bellwether for how powerful Russia is. When Russia is strong a** as it is
currently amidst its resurgence into its former sphere of influence a**
Finland understands that its neutrality is a safeguard against Moscowa**s
encroachment. We can therefore expect in the current context that
Helsinki-Moscow relations will continue to improve while Finnish NATO
aspirations become muted.

However, Russia also likes touting its good relations with Finland for
another reason. Certainly there are the beneficial economic links a**
Russia is Finlanda**s largest trade partner a** and potential cooperation
on high-tech projects cooperation in what sense? Might need to lay that
out for some people, exactly what the Finns can provide to the Russian
modernization drive that would benefit Russiaa**s modernization and
Finnish companiesa** bottom line. But for Russia Finland is also an
important model. Helsinkia**s policy of open trade with the West and
compliance with Soviet geopolitical demands of Finnish neutrality gave
birth to the term of a**Finlandizationa** during the Cold War. For Russia,
this is a model that the Baltic States, but also Georgia, may want to
study carefully. (LINK:
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20100426_russia_unrest_foreign_policy_tool
) Which is why it is in the interest of Moscow to show how mutually
beneficial such a relationship can be. A commitment by the Baltics and
Georgia to a similar policy of neutrality in the 21st Century would be a
first step in satisfying Moscowa**s geopolitical insecurities. Which is
why Halonena**s visit is about much more than just Moscow and Helsinki.

--

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Marko Papic

Geopol Analyst - Eurasia

STRATFOR

700 Lavaca Street - 900

Austin, Texas

78701 USA

P: + 1-512-744-4094

marko.papic@stratfor.com
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From marko.papic@stratfor.com
To analysts@stratfor.com
Others MessageId: <1076675058.2793591221046610782.JavaMail.root@core.stratfor.com>
InReplyTo: 0f4d01c91336$ead79b10$0301a8c0@stratfor.com
Text
There are few European countries with more cautious policies towards
Russia than the Finns and Germans. I am sure there won't be any overt
moves at this meeting.

----- Original Message -----
From: "Reva Bhalla"
To: analysts@stratfor.com
Sent: Wednesday, September 10, 2008 6:18:13 AM GMT -06:00 US/Canada
Central
Subject: DISCUSSION? -- Finnish, German defense ministers meet inHelsinki

This could be an interesting meeting to watch. What kind of Finnish-German
defense cooperatoin could we potentially see against the Russians?

----------------------------------------------------------------------

From: alerts-bounces@stratfor.com [mailto:alerts-bounces@stratfor.com] On
Behalf Of Mark Schroeder
Sent: Wednesday, September 10, 2008 4:17 AM
To: alerts
Subject: G3 -- GERMANY/FINLAND -- Finnish, German defense ministers meet
inHelsinki

Finnish, German DMs to discuss in Helsinki European security

10.09.2008
http://www.itar-tass.com/eng/level2.html?NewsID=13056557&PageNum=0

HELSINKI, September 10 (Itar-Tass) - Issues of European security will be
on the agenda of talks here on Wednesday between the Finnish and German
defence ministers, the secretariat of the Finnish State Council reported.

According to available information, German Defence Minister Franz Josef
Jung will pay a two-day working visit to Helsinki at the invitation of his
Finnish colleague Jyri Hakamies. The visit programme also envisages
Junga**s meetings with Finnish parliament speaker Sauli Niinisto and
Foreign Minister, Chairman-in-Office of the Organisation for Security and
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) Alexander Stubb.
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Re: Playing the chechen card
Date 2008-08-14 15:23:34
From goodrich@stratfor.com
To bhalla@stratfor.com
Others InReplyTo: 023201c8fe0e$764d3df0$6700a8c0@stratfor.com
Text
Reva Bhalla wrote:

Though there is a great deal of tough talk from Washington calling on
Russia to cease its military aggression against Georgia, there is little
hiding the fact that the United States currently lacks the capability to
intervene in conflicts that break out in the Russian periphery while
U.S. forces are absorbed in Iraq and Afghanistan.

While it will take some time before the United States frees itself up
from the Middle East to effectively confront the Russians in Eurasia,
there are other options in the covert world that U.S. intelligence can
employ to keep the Russians occupied. Such a strategy would likely
involve three key ingredients: Chechens, Tatars and Saudis.

Russia's internal security largely depends on its ability to contain
Muslim separatist aspirations in its main two belts of Muslim
populations: one in the mountainous northern Caucasus (which includes
Chechnya, Ingushetia and Daghestan) and the other along the western side
of the Ural Mountains (which includes Tatarstan and Bashkortostan).
Chechnya borders the former Soviet state of Georgia, who is always ready
and willing as seen in the past to support a Chechen insurrection
against Moscow to weaken the Kremlin's grip in the Caucasus. Tatarstan,
in the Volga-Ural region, controls all of the Siberian oil, gas, road,
rail and transport routes.
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Chechnya, the only Muslim republic in Russia with a recent history of
Islamist militancy Dagh & Ingush have militancy too, posed the biggest
threat to Russia's internal security during the Chechen wars of
1994-1996 and 1999-2004ish. Saudi Arabia, the United States and Turkey -
all of whom had a vested interest in keeping Russia heavily preoccupied
after the fall of the Soviet Union - helped fuel these wars by providing
support to the Chechen rebels. Saudi Arabia, in particular, led this
effort by implanting the Wahhabi doctrine and providing financing, arms,
supplies, guerrilla training and moral support they also fought with
them to Chechen militants. The bulk of Saudi support to the Chechens was
funneled through charities and humanitarian aid in the region.

Sept. 11 2001, however, changed all that. Once confronted by the al
Qaeda menace, Washington, and later Riyadh and Ankara, started regarding
the Chechen rebels (or at least those who had a favorable view of
religious -- as opposed to nationalist - militancy) as terrorists, cut
down their support for the Chechen militancy and lent verbal support to
Moscow in battling the insurgency, all in the hopes of weakening the
jihadist movement and gaining Russia's support in the global War on
Terror. By 2007, the Chechen war was declared officially over by Moscow
after Russia succeeded in bribing, training and co-opting a large number
of former Chechen rebels into Russian regular forces to combat the
insurgency.

Though Russia has derived a great deal of satisfaction out of crushing
the Chechen rebellion, its recent actions in Georgia has a good
probability up bringing on another Chechen headache. but not from the
Chechens themselves, but from outside forces breaking the Chechens new
solidarity with Moscow & creating chaos once again.

The United States will likely be looking to Riyadh in its search for
tools and allies to thwart Russia's resurgence in Eurasia. Saudi Arabia
and Russia are natural geopolitical rivals - both are major, competing
energy powers who have resisted each other in Cold War proxy battles in
the Muslim world. Indeed, a legion of well-trained Arabs, mostly Saudis,
who fought against the Soviets in Afghanistan ended up fighting
alongside Chechens in Russia in the 1990s.

With an objective to further undercut Saudi support for Chechens and
delegitimize the Chechen rebels that resisted coming under Moscow's
control, Russia has spent the past few years reaching out to Saudi
Arabia politically and economically, even sending pro-Moscow Chechen
President Akhmed Kadyrov was it Akhmed or Ramzan? on highly publicized
state visits to Riyadh to underscore the loss of Saudi support for the
Chechen militancy.

But after watching Russia's recent power surge in Georgia, the Saudis
now share a common interest with Washington to keep the Russians at bay.
And with the Saudis now making roughly $1 billion a day on oil revenues,



Riyadh has ample cash to spare to revive its links with Islamist
militants in the Russian federation.

Saudi support is not only limited to Chechnya, however. The republic of
Tatarstan also makes a prime candidate for a covert strategy that aims
to enflame Russia's Muslim minorities. This Muslim belt is key because
it separates the ethnically Russian portions of Russia from the sparsely
populated Siberia and runs through all of Russia's transport networks
(road, rail and pipeline). If Tatarstan, which has increasingly become
more independent in developing its vast oil wealth, revved up a
resistance movement against Moscow, Russia would have no choice but to
focus its efforts on quashing these rebellions at home, rather than
spreading its influence abroad.

The Islamist militant card is a tempting option for Washington and
Riyadh, but Russia is better equipped this time around to contain any
such threat coming its way. In Chechnya, Russian Prime Minister Vladimir
Putin has Kadyrov to rely on. Kadyrov currently has firm control of the
highly trained special forces battalions inside of Chechnya - the Vostok
("east") and Zapad "west" battalions. The young Chechen president is
immensely popular in the region--even if that reputation was earned
through brute force and fear-- and knows his life depends on him not
betraying his commitment to Putin to keep Chechnya under control. In
fact, Kadyrov announced Aug. 8 that his Chechen forces were ready to
"volunteer" in aiding Russia in fighting Georgian troops. That said,
money talks in this region, and there are a fair number of dissenters in
Chechnya who would turn on Kadyrov for the right price. Even Kadyrov
himself has proven he can be bought. With Kadyrov as the as the keystone
of the current Chechen power structrure, his removal (and he has had his
fair share of death threats) could very quickly cause the region to go
up in flames.

In Tatarstan, the Russians already have a plan in store if and when the
Tatar government attempts to stage a rebellion against Moscow. The
Kremlin's plan involves overthrowing the current Tatar government and
installing Interior Minister Rashid Nurgaliyev as head of the Tatar
Republic. Nugaliyev is ethnic Tatar, but is also former KGB and (we are
told) is personally committed to Putin. The Kremlin believes that given
Nurgaliyev's Tatar ethnicity, the political fallout from installing him
as a leader will be manageable. Stratfor sources claim Nurgaliyev has
already been working with Russian Interior Forces to prepare for the
clampdown inside the republic in preparation for this plan should it be
necessary.

A crackdown in Tatarstan and/or Chechnya will be a bloody affair, but
the Kremlin believes it is capable of clamping down on these republics
nonetheless should the situation warrant. The main concern in Moscow's
yes is preventing any rebellion in Tatarstan from spilling over into
fellow Muslim republic Bashkorestan, and giving reason to other Muslim
rebels in Chechnya, Ingushetia and Dagestan from coming to the aid of



their brothers. Cooperation among Russia's Muslim republics is not
unprecedented. In fact, during the Chechen wars in the 1990s, a large
number of Tatars fought alongside Chechen rebels against Russian forces.

Ramping up Muslim fighters in Chechnya and Tatarstan is a logical step
for the United States to make in coordination with its Saudi allies. If
Washington and Riyadh do decide to play the Islamist militancy card,
however, Moscow will be ready for it.

--

Lauren Goodrich
Director of Analysis
Senior Eurasia Analyst
Stratfor
Strategic Forecasting, Inc.
T: 512.744.4311
F: 512.744.4334
lauren.goodrich@stratfor.com
www.stratfor.com

09 - 201031 - [ei otsikkoa]

Date 2011-12-06 03:50:15
From reva.bhalla@stratfor.com
To friedman@att.blackberry.net
Others MessageId: <6A0C66E3-6AEE-4652-BEE0-C589D6B8585C@stratfor.com>
InReplyTo: 910484689-1323139472-cardhu_decombobulator_blackberry.rim.net-586342495-
@b26.c2.bise6.blackberry
Text
Ok, that makes sense

Sent from my iPhone
On Dec 5, 2011, at 9:43 PM, "George Friedman"
wrote:

It does check out with what I heard in caracas but that increases the
chance its gossip.

If this is a source you suspect may have value, you have to take control
od him. Control means financial, sexual or psychological control to the
point where he would reveal his sourcing and be tasked. This is
difficult to do when you are known to be affiliated with an intelligence
organization. The decision on approach would not come from you but from
your handler. This is because you're position is too close to the source
and your judgment by definition suspect. Each meeting would be planned
between you and your handler and each meeting would have a specific goal
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not built around discussing the topic of interest which would ideally be
hidden but in analyzing him personally and moving toward control.
The justification for the op would be specific classes of information
and on gaining control the first step would be determining his access.
If he failed the test contact would be terminated.

the problem of analysts in the field is that they tend to want to
discuss the topic, which raises the targets awareness, rather than focus
on establishing the control relationship.

So from a professional point of view this target knows your affiliation,
understands your interests and you have not established any control
which is defined as a high confidence in his obedience.

So washington is filled with gossip with people whose access is not
established.

Just laying this out so you understand the core challenge. To be
effective your goal is the person and not the subject. Otherwise its
gossip which is information that you cannot definitively confirm.

This is intended to start our conversation on your next phase.
Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T

----------------------------------------------------------------------

From: Reva Bhalla
Date: Mon, 5 Dec 2011 20:30:10 -0600 (CST)
To:
Subject: Re: INSIGHT - VENEZUELA - Update on Chavez's health, power
struggle, etc. - VZ302
Yes, I have much to learn and I may be just an analyst, but i'm not 100%
incapable of evaluating a source i've known for a while. I've listened
to waht you've told me about reading a source (the Turk with the
twitch.) I figured out what this source's twitch is in reading his
eyes. I've gotten much better in evaluating what info to take more
seriously and what info to disregard. The info i included below is what
I would consider more seriously and seems to check out with what we've
seen elsewhere.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

From: "George Friedman"
To: "Reva Bhalla"
Sent: Monday, December 5, 2011 9:26:02 PM
Subject: Fw: Fwd: INSIGHT - VENEZUELA - Update on Chavez's health, power
struggle, etc. - VZ302



The problem with analyst sources is they are unqualified. This means
that we don't have clarity on their sources and therefore can't evaluate
accuracy. This could be valuable humint or pure rumint.

One of the reasons I want you to execute missions is to learn how to
evaluate sources. This is a very difficult art but one you must learn.

The gut is to be trusted only after its well trained.
Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T

----------------------------------------------------------------------

From: Reva Bhalla
Date: Mon, 5 Dec 2011 20:14:51 -0600 (CST)
To: George Friedman
Subject: Fwd: INSIGHT - VENEZUELA - Update on Chavez's health, power
struggle, etc. - VZ302

----------------------------------------------------------------------

From: "Reva Bhalla"
To: watchofficer@statfor.com
Sent: Monday, December 5, 2011 9:13:24 PM
Subject: INSIGHT - VENEZUELA - Update on Chavez's health, power
struggle, etc. - VZ302

SOURCE: VZ302
ATTRIBUTION: STRATFOR source
SOURCE DESCRIPTION: well-connected VZ source working with Israel
PUBLICATION: Yes
SOURCE RELIABILITY: B - source is anti-Chavez, but I've gotten better at
reading him over the years to tell when he's feeding me shit and when
he's giving useful info - his info on the VZ regime has checked out, but
i tend to be more skeptical on iran-related info
ITEM CREDIBILITY: B
SPECIAL HANDLING: Alpha, scrub source info and also make sure rest of
latam team sees this
SOURCE HANDLER: Reva

Chavez's health - the tumor started as a growth close to the prostate,
it spread to the colon, which is what led to a lot of confusion in the
OS about the treatment of prostate v. colon cancer in hormonal v.
chemotherapy. A reliable source on the medical has explained that the
cancer has spread to the lymph nodes and into the bone marrow up to the
spine, ie. very serious.

Chavez temporarily stopped the chemo in order to make an appearance at
the recent CELAC meeting. The medical team is made up of both Russian
and Cuban doctors. Both sides are clashing. THe Russian team blamed the
Cubans for an improper surgery the first time in trying to remove the
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tumor. The second surgery over the summer was basically the Russian team
trying to clean up the Cuban team's mistakes. The Russians complain that
the Cubans dont have the right imagery treatment to properly treat
Chavez. The Cuban medical diagnosis is 2 years. The Russian medical
diagnosis, due to improper medical equipment, is less than one year. The
source on the medical team complains that Chavez is a very 'bad
patient.' He doesn't listen to his doctors, he ceases treatment when he
has to make a public appearance. Now the Russian and the Chinese doctors
are going at it because Chavez sought hte advice of a Chinese doctor
that advocates more natural treatments and the Russians are saying this
is horse shit treatment. only chavez can get the most politicized
medical team in the world.
(note - if you see medical reports on Chavez's health in WSJ or Brazil's
Veja magazine, it's probably coming from this source.)

Who replaces Chavez?
I would keep my eye on FM Nicolas Maduro. Maduro is loyal as a dog to
Chavez. (the source knows Maduro personally, from the days that Maduro
was a driver of the metro bus.) At the same time, maduro is seen as the
most pragmatic in the regime. If Chavez's health deteriorates
significantly before the scheduled Oct 2012 elections, expect him to
proclaim Maduro as his successor in one way or another. You can already
see him propping up Maduro in a lot of ways. This is less risky than
Chavez going through with elections, winning, suddenly dying and then a
power struggle among the Chavistas breaking out. It will be much harder
in this latter scenario for Maduro to assert himself against rival
Chavistas like Diosdado Cabello, Rafiel Ramirez, etc.

Remember that there are four key players propping up the regime - China,
Cuba, Russia, Iran. All four are split on how to manage a post-Chavez
regime. China and Russia are more insulated, as they've tried to get
away from Chavez the personality, to preserving Chavismo, the regime.
Russia has set up a specific task force (note the Patrushev visits) to
help manage the post-chavez transition. Both China and Russia are
backing Maduro as their preferred successor. Cuba, however, is in
trouble. They can't count on a Maduro to continue subsidizing them with
thousands of barrels of oil every day. No one is really paying attention
to Cuba - they can;t count on the Europeans for investment. Without VZ,
they're screwed. The Cubans so far have been backing Adan Chavez
(Chavez's brother) as the preferred candidate, but he doesnt have the
same following. Cuba may shift to backing Maduro. (At this point in the
convo, i brought up the possibility of Cuba, having the best intel on
VZ, using that intel to leverage with the US and open up its options -
he agreed that's what the Castros will do to survive but he hasnt seen
serious signs of this.. yet.)

Maduro is seen as more of a Lula candidate. He has a following, he has
charisma, but he's also a balancer. He's the kind of guy that would open
up to the US and keep tight with everyone else, but that still makes
Iran nervous. The source seems to think that Obama in his second term



would open up to Maduro (and this is something that he is actively
working on.)

The opposition -
Venezuela is divided into 5 different strata - A, B, C, D, E - A ++ is
the elite of the elite, the boli-bourgeoisie that that Chavez has very
successfully vilified. Chavez doesn't give a shit about these guys. His
base is the D and E.
Capriles Radonski, Leopoldo Lopez, Maria Corina Machado are all the A++
- way too elitist. They can't win over the chavista vote.
The only one that has a real chance is Pablo Perez - Zulia governor -
he's actually seen as one of the people. The conversation between him
adn the Castros is jsut starting up. (i asked if Perez is talking to
Maduro yet - he says not yet.)

guess who has been most cooperative with us lately? The military
elite. These guys have been living the good life. They love women...
lots of women. THey love booze. They love bora bora. They are easy to
bribe. They dont care about chavez. they care about maintaining their
current lifestyles. We've seen a lot of these military elite reach out
to us lately, trying to insulate themselves in a post-Chavez scenario.

This is why you'll see Chavez investing a lot of time and money in
developing the militia. They're his best insurance policy. The more of a
problem the militia can create on the streets, the more the military
elite will hestiate before acting against him or his potential
successor.

The intent of the ley de precios is very simple. The money laundering
schemes in food, pharmaceuticals, energy parts, etc. etc. have gotten
worse./ Completely unchecked. This price controls law is the
government's way of controlling opposition campaign spending. Very
straightforward - they have the legal justification to intimidate
corporations into cutting back their support for the opposition, or
else, their company is taken over. This will allow the state more
control of the private sector.

(side note) - we were talking a bit about a recent PdVSA-Iran joint
venture. They shifted their main base of operations from Caracas to
Ankara, though. This has become a trend lately, where a lot of Iran's
sanctions circumventing oeprations in VZ are quietly being relocated to
Turkey. Part of Turkey's balancing act with Iran.

these were the main points. will update with more..little fuzzy from
wine right now.

10 - 1101457 - continuation of insinuating reva sleeps with sources



continuation of insinuating reva sleeps with sources
Date 2010-02-11 00:13:41
From bayless.parsley@stratfor.com
To kevin.stech@stratfor.com
Others MessageId: <4B733DA5.1080708@stratfor.com>
InReplyTo: 4B732E38.9050505@stratfor.com
Text
(17:09) Bayless Parsley: you have been the latam analyst for like two
seconds
(17:10) Bayless Parsley: how the fuck did you get all this
(17:10) Reva Bhalla: coffee
(17:10) Bayless Parsley: so that's what they're calling it these days, huh
(17:10) Reva Bhalla: haha
(17:10) Reva Bhalla: shut the hell up
(17:10) Bayless Parsley: amazing
(17:12) Bayless Parsley: it's a good thing G doesn't want you as the new
africa analyst
(17:12) Bayless Parsley: risk of AIDS is too high
(17:12) Reva Bhalla: OMG
(17:12) Reva Bhalla: BAYLESS
(17:12) Reva Bhalla: FUCKING
(17:12) Reva Bhalla: PARSLEY
(17:12) Bayless Parsley: ????
(17:12) Bayless Parsley: i'm talking about if you have an open cut
(17:12) Bayless Parsley: and your source, also has an open cut
(17:12) Bayless Parsley: and you accidentally bump into him with open cuts!!
(17:13) Reva Bhalla: haha i hate you

11 - 957296 - Re: DISCUSSION - Medvedev in Finland

Re: DISCUSSION - Medvedev in Finland
Date 2009-04-20 14:30:37
From goodrich@stratfor.com
To analysts@stratfor.com
Others Listname: mailto:analysts@stratfor.com
MessageId: <49EC6AED.3050304@stratfor.com>
InReplyTo: 1419556112.1122761240228539425.JavaMail.root@core.stratfor.com
Text
no we talked about NATO option in terms of Sweden shifting.... I have not
heard anything about Finland & would have to see Sweden do it first.
Finns and Russkies have alot to talk about... timber, Nord Stream, etc.

Marko Papic wrote:

We talked about Finland in NATO as a possible big counter move by the
West towards Russia. There has not been an indication that Helsinki
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would go this route, but the Russians are watching, which is why I think
Medvedev is going to Finland today in the first place. This is about
making sure Finland does not waver in its policy of neutrality when it
comes to its relationship with Moscow. The Nordstream deal is
interesting, but I figure it doesn't cost the Fins not to oppose
something that has little chance of happening.

----- Original Message -----
From: "Reva Bhalla"
To: analysts@stratfor.com
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2009 6:50:37 AM GMT -06:00 US/Canada Central
Subject: DISCUSSION - Medvedev in Finland

our last assessments on Finland conveyed that the Finns were building up
opposition to Russia and may even join NATO. has that shifted in any
way? Should Russia expect much cooperation from the Finns in this visit?
On Apr 20, 2009, at 4:01 AM, Chris Farnham wrote:

Medvedev, Halonen to talk energy security, bilateral ties
11:09 | 20/ 04/ 2009 Print version

http://en.rian.ru/russia/20090420/121202115.html
MOSCOW, April 20 (RIA Novosti) - Russian President Dmitry Medvedev
begins a two-day visit to Finland on Monday to discuss bilateral
economic ties, energy issues, including the Nord Stream project, and
prospects for signing a pan-European security pact.
A Kremlin aide said Medvedev is making the visit at the invitation of
his Finnish counterpart Tarja Halonen.
"The agenda for the visit envisages top-level talks and a meeting with
the parliament's leadership," Sergei Prikhodko said.
Energy cooperation is expected to feature highly on the agenda, with
Russia meeting 100% of Finland's gas needs as well as exporting some
70% of the country's crude oil supplies.
"When discussing issues concerning the construction of the Nord Stream
gas pipeline, running under the Baltic Sea across the Finnish economic
zone, the accent will focus on the observance of the strictest
environmental requirements during the project's implementation," the
presidential aide said.
Environmental approval is required from Finland, as well as Sweden,
Denmark and Germany, to build the pipeline which will cross their
territorial waters. Other Baltic nations are also involved in talks to
discuss potential border cooperation as part of the project.
The pipeline's first leg of some 1,200 km with an annual capacity of
27.5 billion cu m of gas is planned to be commissioned in 2010. Work
to launch the second line is expected to be completed by 2012.
Moscow also expects the two presidents to focus on bilateral economic
ties, primarily in engineering, shipbuilding, material production and
optoelectronics.
Bilateral trade between Russia and Finland stood at a record high
$22.4 billion in 2008, up 42.1% against 2007.
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However, Russian-Finnish trade dropped by 38.2% year-on-year amid the
financial crisis in January 2009.
Prospects for signing a pan-European security pact initiated by
Medvedev as well as cooperation between Russia and the European Union
and plans to reform international financial system are also likely to
be raised.
"Medvedev will be eager to discuss with Halonen the results of the G20
summit. We also think it is important to understand how our Finnish
partners view the bilateral efforts to overcome the consequences of
the global economic crisis," Prikhodko said.
Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov, presidential aides Arkady
Dvorkovich and Sergei Prikhodko, Economic Development Minister Elvira
Nabiullina and some other high-ranking officials are accompanying
Medvedev in his visit.
This year marks the 200th anniversary of the establishment of the
Grand Duchy of Finland, which preceded modern day Finland, as part of
the Russian Empire. Finland was annexed by Russia as an autonomous
Grand Duchy in 1809 following defeat by Sweden at the hands of
Russia's Tsar Alexander I until December 1917 when it declared its
independence.
The Finnish president is due to attend a number of events in St.
Petersburg this year as part of the festivities.
--

Chris Farnham
Beijing Correspondent , STRATFOR
China Mobile: (86) 1581 1579142
Email: chris.farnham@stratfor.com
www.stratfor.com

--
Lauren Goodrich
Director of Analysis
Senior Eurasia Analyst
STRATFOR
T: 512.744.4311
F: 512.744.4334
lauren.goodrich@stratfor.com
www.stratfor.com
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Re: [Eurasia] pre-DISCUSSION -- BIDEN in Europe/Russia
Date 2011-03-07 17:24:11
From marko.papic@stratfor.com
To eurasia@stratfor.com
Lauren.goodrich@stratfor.com
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Others InReplyTo: 4D750601.2040100@stratfor.com
Text
Well, the visit to Finland is really almost a refueling stop. There is not
much going on there.

But I agree we should make this about Russia-U.S. That is what the crux of
the visit is. As I say in my discussion, Finland and Moldova are really
just book-ends here. Not saying visit to Moldova is not significant, but
it's not exactly his 2009 Bucharest speech either.

On 3/7/11 5:21 PM, Lauren Goodrich wrote:

The thing is that the US-Russia relationship is bigger than the BMD &
NATO stuff.
This is year is the definition of the future of relations-- meaning the
next decade.
So we need to pull the discussion back.

We should seperate the Moldova and Finland discussions from the Russian
one.

On 3/7/11 9:39 AM, Marko Papic wrote:

Yeah, I put in a bunch of economic/business stuff at the end. But I am
definitely looking forward to all the insight. We can wait or you can
send insight and I can amalgmate it into a discussion early in the
day. Whatever you prefer.

The visit to Finland is basically like this:

-- He lands tonight
-- Tomorrow (Tuesday) he is going to have a meeting with the President
and then a lunch with the PM. Topics to discuss are green energy, US
investments in Finnish high-tech, EU-US relations, European economic
issues (eurozone crisis basically) and "regional issues", which could
touch on some juicy stuff with Russia.
-- He leaves for Moscow on Tuesday night...

So really, he is in Finland for half a day.

On 3/7/11 4:33 PM, Lauren Goodrich wrote:

There is alot more to his trip than Europe & NATO-- that is just
one piece of many.
I'll be sending intel out

I was planning on sending out a discussion either later today or
tomorrow.
Then we can mind meld
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On 3/7/11 9:29 AM, Marko Papic wrote:

I thought we could put a discussion this AM on Biden's visit to
Europe. I have put this together as an analysis, leaving some room
at the bottom for Lauren/Eugene to add anything else that may be
necessary...

See what you think about it and I can propose it for a piece this
AM. I can take it through comment and edit.

The U.S. Vice President Joe Biden arrived in Helsinki, Finland on
Mar. 7 for a meting with Prime Minister Mari Kiviniemi and
President Tarja Halonen. The visit is first of three European
destinations for Biden, with a trip to Moscow on Mar. 8 - for a
Mar. 9 meeting with Russian President Dmitri Medvedev - and a Mar.
11 visit to Moldova for a meeting with Prime Minister Vlad Filat.

The central stop in Biden's European itinerary is Moscow where he
is expected to discuss a number of still outstanding issues in
Russo-American relations, starting with the U.S. planned European
ballistic missile defense (BMD). The visits to Finland and
Moldova, which bookend Biden's stay in Russia, are a message to
Moscow that the U.S. remains intently interested in Russia's
immediate periphery, but were also chosen so as not to alarm
Moscow too much.

Joe Biden has in the current Obama administration become the point
person for European security issues. He has been dispatched to the
annual Munich Conference shortly after Obama won the Presidency in
Nov. 2008 and has made a number of prominent trips - and speeches
- in Central and Eastern Europe. His stop in Bucharest, Romania in
October, 2009 was particularly prominent as he called on Central
and Eastern Europeans to push back the Russian sphere of influence
in places like Moldova and Ukraine. His visit to Belgrade in May
2009 (LINK:
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20090520_u_s_serbia_washington_offers_support_balkan_eu_int
egration)
was also seen as a turning point in Serbian-West relations and a
key in moving Serbia away from the Russian sphere.

As such, Biden is taken seriously by Moscow and is considered a
foreign policy hawk, as far as the President Barack Obama's
administration is concerned. This year, however, his itinerary is
somewhat muted. The trip to Moldova, a country that teeters on the
brink of a Russian sphere of influence where the pro-European
group of parties has had its hold on power recently diluted by a
good showing by pro-Kremlin Communist parties, will certainly
raise eyebrows in the Kremlin. However, the U.S. has no real ways
to roll back Russia's influence in Moldova and the trip is seen as
less offensive than had Biden made a stop in Georgia or one of the
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Central European countries where the U.S. plans to host components
of the Obama administration BMD plan, such as Poland.

Finland is meanwhile a relatively non-controversial stop. While
Moscow has concerns about Helsinki's military cooperation with the
U.S. and a long-term dread of a potential NATO entr - Finland is
part of ISAF in Afghanistan and has had troops serving in the
country since 2002 - Russia has also recently upgraded its
relationship with Finland. (LINK:
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20101109_geopolitical_undertones_finnish_state_visit_russia)
Visits by President Halonen to Russia in November 2010 was
preceded by Medvedev's visit to Finland in July 2010 and a number
of meetings between the presidents and prime ministers of the two
countries over the past two years. Finland is looking to
capitalize on the Russian modernization efforts.

Biden's trips to Finland and Moldova are therefore aggressive
enough to force Moscow to take Biden seriously, but
non-threatening enough to not make his task of talking with
Russian officials impossible. And there is a lot to talk about
while in Moscow.

The first and foremost topic of disagreement between Russia and
the U.S. remains the European plans for a U.S./NATO BMD project.
American SM-3 ground-based surface to air missiles are set to be
placed in Poland by 2018. The U.S. has already stationed a
rotating Patriot missile battery in the country - for training
purposes only - and has indicated willingness to have some form of
a permanent air detachment stationed in Poland with rotating C-130
and F-16 presence, by 2013. These commitments were recently
reiterated by Secretary of State Hilary Clinton during a visit by
Polish foreign minister Radoslaw Sikorski.

Russia sees the slow U.S. military encroachment into Poland as a
break in an agreement between Russia and the U.S. to not
reposition American troops into the former Soviet sphere of
influence. Moscow is also asking the U.S. and the Europeans to
consider a joint NATO-Russia ballistic missile system. The U.S.
and Central Europeans balk at the idea, whereas Western Europeans
- particularly Germany - are willing to consider a separate, but
integrated, system. The issue is a sensitive one and one that
Moscow wants clarification on from Biden.

The less contentious, but still sensitive issue, is Russian
government's ongoing efforts at modernization of the Russian
economy. Moscow wants U.S. investments, and particularly the U.S.
seal of approval of Russian economy as an investment destination,
so that it can attract private capital for various technological
projects in Russia, such as the planned "Silicon Valley" in
Moscow. Medvedev is setting up a committee of international
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financial institutions to advise him on transforming Moscow into a
global financial center. The committee will be a whos-who of U.S.
and international financial behemoths like Goldman Sachs,
Blackstone and Bank of America. Moscow has also asked Goldman
Sachs - according to a Financial Times report on Mar. 7 - to
advise its $10 billion state fund that would co-invest with
private international capital.

The problem, however, is that Russia still has the stigma of an
investor unfriendly destination particularly for the foreign
investors with no political connections to the Kremlin. The $10
billion fund is seeking to amend that view of Russia, since it
would put state's own money with those of foreign investors. But
Moscow could also use U.S. government support in overcoming the
label that it is an unreliable financial opportunity.

Anything else?

--
Marko Papic
Analyst - Europe
STRATFOR
+ 1-512-744-4094 (O)
221 W. 6th St, Ste. 400
Austin, TX 78701 - USA

--
Lauren Goodrich
Senior Eurasia Analyst
STRATFOR
T: 512.744.4311
F: 512.744.4334
lauren.goodrich@stratfor.com
www.stratfor.com
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Marko Papic
Analyst - Europe
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13 - 1811404 - [ei otsikkoa]

Date 2010-11-09 20:19:09
From marko.papic@stratfor.com
To eugene.chausovsky@stratfor.com
robert.inks@stratfor.com
Others MessageId: <7E3C9FDB-4E91-4E05-B6D5-842CE0DF8CA6@stratfor.com>
InReplyTo: 4CD99B83.4090107@stratfor.com
Text
Excellent

On Nov 9, 2010, at 1:05 PM, Robert Inks wrote:

Taking longer than I thought; I'll try to have it to you by 1:30.

On 11/9/2010 12:07 PM, Eugene Chausovsky wrote:

To Marko of course

Robert Inks wrote:

Got it. FC by 1.

On 11/9/2010 12:03 PM, Eugene Chausovsky wrote:

TITLE: Finland/Russia: Love Affair in the Baltic?

-- I'm putting this into edit, but Marko will still take F/C

Finlanda**s President Tarja Halonen met with Russian President
Dmitri Medvedev on Nov. 9 amidst her four-day visit to Russia that
ends on Nov. 11. Finlanda**s foreign trade and development
minister, foreign minister as well as a business delegation are
accompanying her on the visit that will also include a sit-down
with Russian prime minister Vladimir Putin. Halonen will also
travel to Kazan, capital of the Tatarstan Republic, to meet with
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the representatives of Finno-Ugric minorities the Mari and
Udmurt.

Finnish-Russian relations are normally a bellwether of general
European-Russian relationship. When Moscow is weak and focused on
domestic problems, Helsinki contemplates integrating into the West
geopolitically. However, when Moscow is assertive and involved in
European affairs - as it is currently - Helsinki falls back to its
neutrality.

Halonena**s state visit to Russia follows a July visit to Finland
by Medvedev, which was preceded by a number of meetings between
the two presidents and prime ministers over the past two years.
During a joint press conference on Nov. 9 Medvedev and Halonen
exalted the Finno-Russian relationship, pointing that the two
countries meet at high level more often than most European states
and that every time they meet the agenda is sizeable. This time
around the issues include general European security issues,
Russian modernization a**Moscow wants Finnish high-tech
telecommunication expertise a** Russian desire to get the
visa-free EU waiver, which Halonen has said she would support, and
Russiaa**s WTO accession, which is admittedly very low on
Moscowa**s list of priorities. (LINK:
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/russia_wto_never_mind)

Also on the agenda is the long-standing dispute between Helsinki
and Moscow over Russian threat to impose timber export tariff
increases. (LINK:
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/finland_russia_eu_and_timber_war)
The tariffs were supposed to force Scandinavian paper and pulp
producers a** Finnish paper and pulp industry accounts for 10
percent of its gross domestic product a** to move some of their
production to Russia. The Kremlin wants to move from being a mere
exporter of timber to an actual producer of manufactured products.

The threat of tariffs still exists, however it was postponed in
November 2008 a** after a meeting between Putin and then Finnish
Prime Minister Matti Vanhanen a** and again in the fall of 2009
a** again during talks between Putin and Vanhanen a** until 2011.
The main reason for the continued postponement of tariff increases
has been Finnish agreement to let Russiaa**s Nord Stream (LINK:
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20091118_russia_eu_energy_security_and_continent
) natural gas pipeline transverse Finnish territorial waters on
its way to Germany via the Baltic Sea.

However, the postponement has wider geopolitical roots as well.
Prior to August 2008, Finland was beginning to publicly
contemplate its future relationship with NATO (LINK:
http://www.stratfor.com/finland_sweden_and_lure_nato), including a
public statement by its defense minister in April 2007 urging
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membership. Neighboring Swedena**s ruling party a** the Moderates
a** are in favor of Sweden joining NATO at a time when the public
opinion becomes amenable to membership. Finnish longstanding
post-Cold War policy is that it would contemplate NATO membership
if Sweden joined. (LINK:
http://www.stratfor.com/geopolitical_diary/20090312_geopolitical_diary_natos_expansion_and_rus
sias_fears)

For Russia, Finlanda**s NATO membership is unacceptable. Finland
is only a stone's throw away from Russiaa**s second largest city
St. Petersburg and possesses the longest land border between
Russia and a EU member state. Finnish membership, combined with
the fact that Estonia across the Gulf of Finland is already a
member, would mean that Russiaa**s St. Petersburg would be bottled
up between Finland and Estonia. For Russia, Finland has to remain
a neutral buffer against the West.

Russia fought a bitter war against Finland at the onset of World
War II in 1939 a** the Winter War a** to try to wrestle Finnish
independence and incorporate it back under Moscowa**s control
(Russian Empire originally conquered Finland during the Finnish
War from Sweden in 1809, but lost it following the Bolshevik
Revolution at the end of 1917 as Helsinki used the opportunity of
internal Russian strife to become independent). Finland managed to
stave off the initial Russian invasion, incurring enormous
casualties on Soviet troops, but realized that it would not be
able to hold off indefinitely. It therefore gave up 9 percent of
its territory and at the time its second-largest city, Viipuri
(now the Russian city of Vyborg), in the subsequent peace treaty.
Finland was after World War II allowed to have a democratically
elected government, an independent commercial policy -- allowing
it to develop links with the West --but remained neutral on all
geopolitical issues.

Which is why the Russian August 2008 intervention in Georgia had
as much to do with Finland as with any country in Europe. Georgia
was another European country that flirted with NATO membership and
that Russia considers a key geographical buffer against potential
security threats. Helsinki got the message and immediately toned
down its talk about potential NATO membership and agreed to allow
Russia build Nord Stream in 2009. The relationship markedly
improved between the two countries and Moscow postponed the timber
tariff increases immediately in the fall of 2008. Meanwhile, the
Swedish Moderate party has lost its majority in Stockholm and is
not looking to put NATO membership on the agenda any time soon.

Ultimately the Finnish-Russian relations are important because
they are a bellwether for how powerful Russia is. When Russia is
strong a** as it is currently amidst its resurgence into its
former sphere of influence a** Finland understands that its
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neutrality is a safeguard against Moscowa**s encroachment. We can
therefore expect in the current context that Helsinki-Moscow
relations will continue to improve while Finnish NATO aspirations
become muted.

However, Russia also likes touting its good relations with Finland
for another reason. Certainly there are the beneficial economic
links a** Russia is Finlanda**s largest trade partner a** and
potential cooperation on high-tech projects, particularly in the
telecommunications sector, that would benefit Russiaa**s
modernization and Finnish companiesa** bottom line. But for Russia
Finland is also an important model l for how other countries on
its periphery should balance themselves between Moscow and the
West. Helsinkia**s policy of open trade with the West and
compliance with Soviet geopolitical demands of Finnish neutrality
gave birth to the term of a**Finlandizationa** during the Cold
War. For Russia, this is a model that the Baltic States, but also
Georgia, may want to study carefully. (LINK:
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20100426_russia_unrest_foreign_policy_tool
) Which is why it is in the interest of Moscow to show how
mutually beneficial such a relationship can be. A commitment by
the Baltics and Georgia to a similar policy of neutrality in the
21st Century would be a first step in satisfying Moscowa**s
geopolitical insecurities. Which is why Halonena**s visit is about
much more than just Moscow and Helsinki.

14 - 985159 - Re: DISCUSSION -- FINLAND/RUSSIA - Halonen's Visit to Russia

Re: DISCUSSION -- FINLAND/RUSSIA - Halonen's Visit to Russia
Date 2010-11-08 20:40:15
From lauren.goodrich@stratfor.com
To analysts@stratfor.com
Others Listname: mailto:analysts@stratfor.com
MessageId: <4CD8521F.4050706@stratfor.com>
InReplyTo: 4CD85258.6030307@stratfor.com
Text
I wouldn't say a huge concession on the trip to Kazan, alot of ppl visit
it.

On 11/8/10 1:41 PM, Marko Papic wrote:

I mean Tatarstan... not Turkmenistan!

On 11/8/10 1:37 PM, Marko Papic wrote:

(This would make a good piece for Tuesday/Wednesday, especially after
we get the press conference tomorrow):
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Finnish President Tarja Halonen (what Connan O'Brien would look like
if he was a female) is coming to Russia for a 3 day visit, bringing
with her the foreign minister, foreign trade and development minister
as well as businessmen. The issues on the agenda are wide-ranging,
Russia's WTO accession, economic cooperation, European security issues
and the Russian desire to get visa-free travel into Europe. Another
key issue are the Russian timber-tariffs that Moscow has not imposed
on Finland as planned
(http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/finland_russia_eu_and_timber_war).
Moscow wants Finland to move its production to Russia, so that Russia
ceases to become purely a natural resource exporting country.

The wider geopolitical context is the role that Finland is going to
play in European-Russian relations. There was some flirting with
joining NATO -- statements that Finland would join if Sweden did,
which Moderate party in power in Sweden said was their goal. This
seems to now be off the table. As Russian power grows, the idea that
FInland would flirt with irking Moscow comes off the table. Finland is
a country that understands how to "manage" Russia.

Furthermore, the Finns know that they can profit from Russian
privatization and modernization. Talks on cooperation in the economic
sphere are to focus on high-tech industries as such as shipbuilding,
energy, forestry and transport. If Moscow is amenable to Finnish
business interests, Helsinki has no problems making money off of
Russia. Furthermore, the fact that Putin is letting Halonen go to
Kazan, Turkmenistan and meet with the Mari and Udmurt (Finno-Ugric
people) shows that Moscow is making a big exception for Halonen.
Moscow is usually knee-jerk paranoid about anyone coming and talking
to their minorities (monograph explains this well) and the fact that
Finnish president will make this part of her official visit is pretty
big gift by Putin to Halonen.

Here is the overview of the Timber Tariffs issue that we looked at in
mid-2008 and what has occured since, courtesy of the folks in the
Research Department.

Russia decided to delay timber tariffs in November of 2008 and again
in autumn of 2009

After a meeting with Finnish Prime Minister Matti Vanhanen in November
2008, Putin agreed to postpone bringing in the prohibitive 50-euro tax
for a year. In the autumn of 2009, it was postponed again until 2011.
http://russianow.washingtonpost.com/2010/02/baltic-pipeline-timber-tariffs-seen-as-linked.php

Russia will not raise its export duties on timber in 2010, Prime
Minister Vladimir Putin said Oct. 25, 2009 at talks with his Finnish
counterpart amid a trade row with Finland over the taxes.
http://www.eubusiness.com/news-eu/russia-finland.13j/
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Three reason for the delay:

I-Nord Stream

"Finland was the most vocal in voicing objections to the Nord Stream
proposal, raising specific environmental issues and making clear that
they would block the program," Weafer said. "The rhetoric changed as
soon as Russia agreed to suspend...[higher] timber tariffs."
http://russianow.washingtonpost.com/2010/02/baltic-pipeline-timber-tariffs-seen-as-linked.php

II-Russia Accession to the WTO

"The EU does not consider it valid to use protectionist measures... to
stimulate foreign direct investment," John Clancy, spokesman for Trade
Commissioner Karel De Gucht, said in an e-mailed reply. "A permanent
solution on the future trade conditions in wood products remains one
of the few outstanding issues for the accession of Russia to the WTO."
http://russianow.washingtonpost.com/2010/02/baltic-pipeline-timber-tariffs-seen-as-linked.php

III-Higher tariffs did not stimulate Russian domestic wood processing
as expected

Russia wants to increase tariffs in order to stimulate domestic wood
processing. Finland however fears the higher tariffs, which will make
raw material access of the powerful Finnish wood processing industry
far harder.
http://www.barentsobserver.com/russia-postpones-timber-tariffs-until-2011.4627310.html

Finland's lobbying was just one of the factors in persuading Russia to
forgo the export tariffs, experts said. Another problem was that the
Russian timber industry, already very export-oriented, was dealt a
serious blow by the economic crisis, as a number of companies who
planned to open processing plants put their projects on hold.

http://russianow.washingtonpost.com/2010/02/baltic-pipeline-timber-tariffs-seen-as-linked.php

"Russia does not have the capacity to process large volumes of
timber," said Olga Deulina, senior analyst at Lesprom Network, a
timber industry consultancy. Due to the crisis, raw timber exports
fell by 40 percent in 2009--another reason why it is not feasible to
increase timber duties.
http://russianow.washingtonpost.com/2010/02/baltic-pipeline-timber-tariffs-seen-as-linked.php

The boost in Russian export tariffs on round timber has not resulted
in more domestic processing, as intended by Russian authorities. On
the contrary, major parts of the Russian forestry processing industry
experiences decline and are threatened by crisis.
http://www.barentsobserver.com/index.php?id=4519403

--
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15 - 5434711 - INSIGHT - RUSSIA/FINLAND - sending thugs across the border?

INSIGHT - RUSSIA/FINLAND - sending thugs across the border?
Date 2010-10-05 22:19:49
From lauren.goodrich@stratfor.com
To watchofficer@stratfor.com
Others MessageId: <4CAB8865.10801@stratfor.com>
InReplyTo: 4CAB7E01.5050105@stratfor.com
Text
LG: I would assume this is a Nashi thingâ€¦ but I have never heard of
Nashi going into Finland, unless it is on their own. Something to look
into.

No Code bc he is a â€œreaderâ€  who loves sending stuff to all us analysts

CODE: AZ107
PUBLICATION: yes but need more information
ATTRIBUTION:
SOURCE DESCRIPTION: Stratfor reader who has friends all over the world
SOURCE RELIABILITY: C
ITEM CREDIBILITY: 4
DISTRIBUTION: Analysts
HANDLER: Lauren

My Finnish friend is concerned about what he calls Putin's storm troops
or Brown Shirts. They have even rallied in Finland, which caught
everyone's attention there. They seem to be the street thugs who head
bang intimidating any free expression. Evidently, this is seen by him
and his friends as a line crossed into seriously repressive and
aggressive Russia that haunts the Fins.
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16 - 5530984 - Re: [CT] INSIGHT - Moscow Car Bomb

Re: [CT] INSIGHT - Moscow Car Bomb
Date 2008-03-28 22:21:23
From goodrich@stratfor.com
To burton@stratfor.com
Others InReplyTo: 20080328211841.63D29198722F@alamo.stratfor.com
Text
he's just mad at me because I called him 5 times during the night.
It's Chaika (Russia's Prosecutor General)--- #4 in Kremlin.
He owes his life to me and my dad, so my response to him was "don't be a
dick & just get me the info"

Fred Burton wrote:

Sounds like this chap has the red arse. Want me have him
"disappeared"?

----------------------------------------------------------------------

From: ct-bounces@stratfor.com [mailto:ct-bounces@stratfor.com] On Behalf
Of Karen Hooper
Sent: Friday, March 28, 2008 3:43 PM
To: Analyst List; 'CT'
Subject: [CT] INSIGHT - Moscow Car Bomb
CODE: RU101
PUBLICATION: yes
ATTRIBUTION: Stratfor sources in the Kremlin
SOURCES RELIABILITY: B
ITEM CREDIBILITY: 2
SPECIAL HANDLING: Analysts & CC Fred & Anya
SOURCE HANDLER: Lauren

I am now on vacation. Dont respond with complaints.
All I know from the reports sent to me is that the device was put on gas
tank set to go off when the engine was started.
Pissant shit since no body to collect. Took place in Michurinsky
Prospekt. Car was Toyota Avensis.
Now quit bothering me.

--
Sent via BlackBerry from MTS Russia

Lauren Goodrich
Eurasia Analyst
Stratfor
Strategic Forecasting, Inc.
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Re: INSIGHT - (for Peter) Surkov
Date 2008-11-11 21:21:28
From goodrich@stratfor.com
To zeihan@stratfor.com
goodrich@stratfor.com
reva.bhalla@stratfor.com
marko.papic@stratfor.com
Others InReplyTo: 4919CFCD.9030501@stratfor.com
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Text
Godfather: Vladislav Yurievich can not rule Russia alone. Nikolai
Platonovich Patryushev and Igor Ivanovich Sechin would launch a coup
immediately.

Me: Stalin didn't have the NKVD behind him either, they were loyal to
Trotsky.

Godfather: Stalin may not have had the NKVD, but he did have Dzerzhinsky
behind him. If Lenin had not died, there was a possibility that Stalin and
Dzerzhinsky would have eventually overthrown him.

Me: That proves my point. Does Surkov have anyone in place inside the
security services that would help him keep the FSB from staging a coup?

Godfather: This is unsafe waters you are wading in my Elizaveta. Vladislav
Yurievich has many people in many places that are loyal to him. But is
that enough to prevent Nikolai Platonovich Patryushev and Igor Ivanovich
Sechin from countering a steal for power? I can not say.

Me: Look, Stalin tried a power-sharing time with Trotsky and Bukharin. It
failed in the end. Could Surkov be looking for a power sharing deal with
Putin while he figures out how to get Sechin and Patryushev out of the
picture?

Godfather: Dangerous words and dangerous thoughts, my darling. Cease this.
Vladislav Yurievich has never indicated the such to me.

Me: Makes sense though. Must be really why Putin is weary about stepping
back into the presidency... he knows that being in control of The Party is
where the real power is? Anyway... sorry to have spun you into this one.
Sweet dreams!

18 - 5411655 - Re: Lauren's Moscow Trip

Re: Lauren's Moscow Trip
Date 2008-12-01 18:16:58
From goodrich@stratfor.com
To burton@stratfor.com
zeihan@stratfor.com
goodrich@stratfor.com
Others InReplyTo: 20081201170222.E70838A53114@core.stratfor.com
Text
Here is my tentative list, though I'm still adding more...

Yuri Chaika - Prosecutor General
Oleg Deripaska - oligarch & head of Rusal
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Vladislav Surkov - aid to Medvedev
Marina and Viktor Kalashnikov - dissidents
Ellen Pinchuk - Bloomberg head
Brad Cook - Bloomberg chief
Alex Berezin - RIA Novosti
Crystal Stutes - US Embassy Political Section
David Falcon- Bank of Tokyo Mitsubishi
Alexander Bogachyov - Bke Drilling
Vladimir Drebentsov - BP Russia
Talgat Turumbaev - Bank Kazakhstan
Alina Shlykova - ExxonMobil Russia
Dimitiy Semenov - Gazprom
Sergei Kupriyanov - Gazprom Information
Alexander Bespalov - Gazprom
Steven Dashevsky - Aton Capital
Vladimir Katunin - Aton Capital
Anton Khlopkov - PIR Analysis
Nakita Sergeyev - Russian Institute for Strategic Studies (thinktank)
Valeri Pervukhin - Institute of Energy Strategy (thinktank)
Andrei Kuprov - Mitsui
Fernando Martinez Fresneda Moreno - Repsol
Roman Shkoller - Russia Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs
Anatoli Gubarev - Shtokman Development
Gennady Zaitsev - Sakhalin Development
Bayramgeldy Nedirov - Turkmen Energy Ministry

Fred Burton wrote:

Do you have a list of people you are meeting with just in case? :)

-----Original Message-----
From: Lauren Goodrich [mailto:goodrich@stratfor.com]
Sent: Monday, December 01, 2008 10:53 AM
To: Fred Burton
Subject: Re: Lauren's Moscow Trip

Lauren Goodrich wrote:

Trip: Dec 6-13
_Flight to Moscow on Dec 6-7: _
Austin-Atlanta #5860 - 1049am-155pm
Atlanta-Moscow #46 - 440pm- 1120am (Sunday) _Flight from Moscow Dec
13:_
Moscow- Atlanta #47 - 110pm-505pm
Atlanta-Austin #1891 - 653pm-830pm

_Hotel_: Kempinski hotel on Red Square

My Cell # - 281.460.9382
My Skype # - 281.968.0499 (has voicemail) My Skype name - l-goodrich

mailto:goodrich@stratfor.com


--
Lauren Goodrich
Director of Analysis
Senior Eurasia Analyst
Stratfor
T: 512.744.4311
F: 512.744.4334
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19 - 5531300 - Re: Checking in

Re: Checking in
Date 2009-11-22 22:51:44
From goodrich@stratfor.com
To burton@stratfor.com
scott.stewart@stratfor.com
chris.farnham@stratfor.com
Others InReplyTo: 4B096393.6010804@stratfor.com
Text
Good evening,
out of my second meeting though it is nearly one in the morning. Going to
bed now at my godfather's house.
Everything is okay here, hope everything is well with y'all.
Chat with y'all tomorrow.
Lauren

Lauren Goodrich wrote:

Hello Gentlemen,

I am out of my impromptu meeting and have a two hour break before my
second meeting which should go pretty late, so I may not check back in
tonight since I may sleep at godfather's house instead. Everything is
okay here.

Though I did spend the first 45 minuets of my three and a half hours
with the Defense Committee being screamed at. It was such a hostile
meeting, but nothing I couldn't handle. I did yell back on a few
occasions. ;) They yelled at me for "forcing" them to meet with them on
a Sunday (one guy screamed that he was being forcibly kept away from his
wife and two babies just because "this girl happens to be the darling of
a powerful man in the Kremlin"). Then they yelled at me for being a girl
and trying to be in the "man's world of defense". Then for being
connected to Stratfor and the American Administration. I thought that
they were going to blame me for the Kursk or the fall of the Soviet
Union they hated me so much.
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But we did finally get past all this and discuss the Russian defense
sector in great detail.

Just thought y'all would get a chuckle out of my scoldings.

Thanks!
Lauren

Lauren Goodrich wrote:

Hello Gentlemen,
One of the many unexpected impromptu meetings during this trip just
popped up. I shall leave in a little over an hour to go meet with the
Kremlin's Advisory Board for the Ministry of Defense. The main contact
there is Ruslan Pukhov, though I shall be sitting down with the entire
board. It will be at the Ministry of Defense behind the Kremlin.
After this meeting, I shall leave for my second meeting. I shall check
in between meetings.
Other than that, everything is okay.
Thanks, Lauren.
--
Lauren Goodrich
Director of Analysis
Senior Eurasia Analyst
STRATFOR
T: 512.744.4311
F: 512.744.4334
lauren.goodrich@stratfor.com
www.stratfor.com

--
Lauren Goodrich
Director of Analysis
Senior Eurasia Analyst
STRATFOR
T: 512.744.4311
F: 512.744.4334
lauren.goodrich@stratfor.com
www.stratfor.com

--
Lauren Goodrich
Director of Analysis
Senior Eurasia Analyst
STRATFOR
T: 512.744.4311
F: 512.744.4334
lauren.goodrich@stratfor.com
www.stratfor.com
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20 - 1751633 - Re: Apparently I'm not making friends this time...

Re: Apparently I'm not making friends this time...
From marko.papic@stratfor.com
To goodrich@stratfor.com
reva.bhalla@stratfor.com
peter.zeihan@stratfor.com
eugene.chausovsky@stratfor.com
Others MessageId: <570726278.26499291258939870121.JavaMail.root@core.stratfor.com>
InReplyTo: 4B09AFFD.5090706@stratfor.com
Text
Make sure you resend this on Sat/Sunday so it doesnt get lost in Peter's
emails... since he is away this week.

This is FASCINATING stuff. I do understand the cold shoulder you are
getting, I mean it is only natural. But I find it fascinating that
Godfather is so liberally parading you around. I mean isn't that strange?
You are pretty radioactive right now, I mean I'd try to distance myself
from you as much as possible. So how does that work?

Take care of course! And kick ass...

----- Original Message -----
From: "Lauren Goodrich"
To: "Marko Papic" , "Eugene Chausovsky"
, "Reva Bhalla"
, "Peter Zeihan"
Sent: Sunday, November 22, 2009 3:41:17 PM GMT -06:00 US/Canada Central
Subject: Apparently I'm not making friends this time...

So my godfather threw me a little dinner and drinks mixer tonight at his
home tonight. It was filled with Kremlin ppl and I was so excited to be
there after my disastrous day with the Kremlin Defense group. It was an
odd evening though because alot of people seemed kinda irritated by my
attendance (though the party was for me).

Anyway, I walked up to a nice looking woman I didn't know personally--
Medvedev's media representative, Natalia Timakova. I smiled nicely and
offered her my hand in introduction. She looked down at my hand and
without taking it, said really snidely "I know who you are. We all know
who you are. I just wanted to see who all the fuss was about."

Apparently, she is really pissed off that I wrote that Putin would be
willing to throw Medvedev under the bus should the reforms go wrong. It
isn't that she doesn't believe it won't happen, but she didn't want it
said publicly.
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Anyway, I'm on day 2 and apparently I should have waited until the Kremlin
Wars blew over before returning to the motherland.

*ah, sigh*

--
Lauren Goodrich
Director of Analysis
Senior Eurasia Analyst
STRATFOR
T: 512.744.4311
F: 512.744.4334
lauren.goodrich@stratfor.com
www.stratfor.com

21 - 5486435 - Re: DIARY DISCUSSION

Re: DIARY DISCUSSION
Date 2009-03-12 22:56:09
From goodrich@stratfor.com
To zeihan@stratfor.com
Others InReplyTo: 723603D1-D708-4F6B-A52C-63961B45520B@stratfor.com
Text
hey... I'm just giving them the heads up so they aren't blindsided by all
this...
does that make me a traitor?

Peter Zeihan wrote:

If u thought ur Russian friends didn't like u before.....

On Mar 12, 2009, at 3:28 PM, Lauren Goodrich
wrote:

cool... I got it.
Gonna drive home right now

Karen Hooper wrote:

I dig the idea. Would have to carefully couch it in terms of "this
could be the next piece in the puzzle." perfect fodder for a diary

Lauren Goodrich wrote:

I have an odd suggestion, but am wary bc it isn't really pegged
directly on an event today and is super hypothetical.........
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(also my plate is kinda full right now, so i'm not really looking
to write diary)

So, today is the 60th anniversary of the Winter War...
Also, today Hoop de Scheffer was talking NATO expansion to Albania
and Croatia.

But it got me thinking.....
NATO has settled on Albania and Croatia (which doesn't matter)
NATO looks to be dead on the issues of Ukraine and Georgia...

But it seems like NATO and Russia have forgotten about the other
puzzle piece to possible NATO expansion: Scandinavia.

Since Sweden's uber-right came into power in the government this
past year, they have returned to their historical position of
fucking hating the Russians.
Sweden is no slouch militarily or within the military industrial
sector.
They have been swirling the rumors that they could join NATO
(though this rumor has been around for a while).
The Swedes are also about to take EU presidency in which rabid
anti-Russian-ism is top on their agenda.... so joining NATO may be
part of their plan for when the rule Europe this next year.

Sure NATO expansion to Sweden would piss off the Russians... but
the scarier point is that if the Swedes join, then Finland would
seriously consider it.
Finland's largest trade partner is Russia.
Finland's longest border is with Russia.
Finland has been Russia's neutral northern border for half a
century.
Finalnd is right by St. Petersburg.
Finland whooped Russia's ass in the Winter War-- which they
remember very well.

This would actually be as terrible as Ukr or Georg in Moscow's
mind.
No one is discussing this yet in US, Finland or Russia, but it
would be fun to start the talk. ;)
Reva Bhalla wrote:

i have pending intel requests out on talabani for a big piece on
that likely for tomorrow
On Mar 12, 2009, at 2:55 PM, Matt Gertken wrote:

I thought about the BRIC option as well ... I'm just not sure
what to say. We could possibly look at each of these four
countries and summarize their relative positions, and where we
think they are headed amid the recession.



But what about the news that Jalal Talabani won't be runninng
for a second term in Iraq -- that generated a good discussion
earlier today about the role of the Kurds and the struggles
that could arise within Iraq after losing its first president

Karen Hooper wrote:

The G20 is meeting this weekend, and the BRIC folks are
meeting tomorrow to pow-wow ahead of time.

Do we have anything to say about that? THey're mostly going
to be talking about general economic stability and how to
get there.

We could talk about how the BRIC is really diverging into a
highly disunified bloc, and if it ever meant something, it
probably wont after this crisis.... not sure if we've done
that already.

Kamran Bokhari wrote:

Zardari like Mush is surrounded by advisors who are
non-political sycophants who are estranged from the
reality on the ground. This is why the PPP, once the most
powerful political party is in a steep decline.

The deals with the militants have their separate logic,
which is based on real weaknesses of the state. The PPP's
moves are based on miscalculations.

From: analysts-bounces@stratfor.com [mailto:analysts-bounces@stratfor.com] On
Behalf Of Reva Bhalla
Sent: March-12-09 3:45 PM
To: Analyst List
Subject: Re: DIARY DISCUSSION

why did the Govt think they'd be able to get away with it
in the first place then?

this is a common theme -- where the pakistani govt at the
center tries to make a big move, then just a couple weeks
later it has to make deals and back off. same strategy
with the militants. same reason why the country is
screwed.

On Mar 12, 2009, at 2:39 PM, Kamran Bokhari wrote:

The long march has kicked off but the organizers are ready
to talk Govt is playing defense now. Zardari is holding a
meeting of his party on how to reach a deal with Sharif
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and the lawyers. According to a key interlocutor Zardari
has agreed to restore the PML-N govt in Punjab and
reinstate the judges but there are still discussion on
modalities. Time running out though because they need to
converge on Islamabad on March 17

From: analysts-bounces@stratfor.com [mailto:analysts-bounces@stratfor.com] On
Behalf Of Reva Bhalla
Sent: March-12-09 3:31 PM
To: Analyst List
Subject: Re: DIARY DISCUSSION

bleh, this is not a really good topic day

anything worth saying about Pakistani crappiness with the
protests starting up?

On Mar 12, 2009, at 2:06 PM, Karen Hooper wrote:

Hokay, it's been a slow day. What was the most important
event today? Here are some general options, let me know
what else you are thinking out there.
o The Argentine farmers have started to protest again
o NATO Secretary General Jaap de Hoop Scheffer announced
today that Albania and Croatia will become full
members of NATO in April.
o Turkish President Abdullah Gul passed on a U.S.
message to Iranian leaders that the United States
"could gradually establish diplomatic relations with
Iran if Tehran takes positive steps regarding its
nuclear program, aggressive rhetoric against Israel,
and support to international terrorism," Hurriyet
reported March 12, citing U.S. Ambassador to Turkey
James Jeffrey.
o China's Ministry of Commerce said March 12 it has
granted provincial governments authority to approve
foreign direct investments below $100 million without
approval from the ministry in Beijing, China Daily
reported.
o Brazil, Russia, India and China will have their
finance ministers and central bank leaders meet in
London on March 13 ahead of the Group of 20 meeting of
finance ministers

--
Karen Hooper
Latin America Analyst
STRATFOR
www.stratfor.com
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--
Karen Hooper
Latin America Analyst
STRATFOR
www.stratfor.com

--
Lauren Goodrich
Director of Analysis
Senior Eurasia Analyst
STRATFOR
T: 512.744.4311
F: 512.744.4334
lauren.goodrich@stratfor.com
www.stratfor.com

--
Karen Hooper
Latin America Analyst
STRATFOR
www.stratfor.com

--
Lauren Goodrich
Director of Analysis
Senior Eurasia Analyst
STRATFOR
T: 512.744.4311
F: 512.744.4334
lauren.goodrich@stratfor.com
www.stratfor.com

--
Lauren Goodrich
Director of Analysis
Senior Eurasia Analyst
STRATFOR
T: 512.744.4311
F: 512.744.4334
lauren.goodrich@stratfor.com
www.stratfor.com

22 - 5482958 - Greetings my Wedding Party members:

Greetings my Wedding Party members:
Date 2010-01-11 07:40:40
From goodrich@stratfor.com
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To reva.bhalla@stratfor.com
kristen.cooper@stratfor.com
Others InReplyTo: 845610080.380692.1319602265133.JavaMail.root@core.stratfor.com
Text
Hey you two.... I forgot as I began to send this out as my normal email
address that you two aren't use to seeing my usual name on email, so I'm
sending via my Strat account instead...... anyway... here's the message I
sent to the others.... I shall get you into the Elizabeth swing of my name
this next month, but didn't want to change me getting swept into spam
right now:

My darling Wedding Party,

I have been asked by my Wedding Party orchestrators to connect with each
member and ask if they would prefer to be contacted by the foresaid
coordinator by email, mail or phone (the latter being the least
desirable)-- in order to coordinate all engagement/wedding arrangements.
Please reply to me with what you prefer. Also reply with what contact
information you prefer to have connected through (ie, your address or
email).

We're sending out some very rustic and preliminary information this week.

Blessed be those that go through this process with Andrew and I,
Thank you all!
Ella
--
Lauren Goodrich
Director of Analysis
Senior Eurasia Analyst
Stratfor
T: 512.744.4311
F: 512.744.4334
lauren.goodrich@stratfor.com
www.stratfor.com

23 - 5532207 - Hey Boys (& Reva)....

Hey Boys (& Reva)....
Date 2009-10-26 05:49:28
From goodrich@stratfor.com
To kuykendall@stratfor.com
reva.bhalla@stratfor.com
ben.sledge@stratfor.com
kevin.stech@stratfor.com
alex.posey@stratfor.com
Others InReplyTo: 1449447874.20891091256415840276.JavaMail.root@core.stratfor.com
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Text
Hello all....

So Reva & I were recently going through some of my wedding plans and she
mentioned that during the wedding week in Scotland that we should have a
Texas Grill-off.

It hadn't occurred to me. But as D and I are going back through the
calendar, we think we have room for one.

Here is the deal.......
One of the days (most likely after a snow-football-morning-tournament) we
will have a Texas Lunch-in, in which Texas BBQ & Grilling will be served.
But here is the thing. I want y'all in charge. Moreover, I want Reva in
charge with you boys helping with everything, esp sugg, org & Tex-taste.
Y'all don't have to do anything but organize and give direction. Food will
be ordered per y'all's lists-- even shipped in from US.
There will be a staff of @ 60 to serve, cook and prepare.
Expect @375 to attend (better to aim high).
All I need from y'all are your list of plans, y'all's directions and then
y'all will be in touch with the coordinator for the event soon.

We still have a year before I need this, but wanted to let y'all know
you're on the list.

My sugg is for Ribs, sausage, turkey, brisket, sauce, potato salad,
beans, beer

--
Lauren Goodrich
Director of Analysis
Senior Eurasia Analyst
STRATFOR
T: 512.744.4311
F: 512.744.4334
lauren.goodrich@stratfor.com
www.stratfor.com

24 - 5467660 - Need super-friendly advice...

Need super-friendly advice...
Date 2009-10-12 07:46:22
From goodrich@stratfor.com
To zeihan@stratfor.com
goodrich@stratfor.com
reva.bhalla@stratfor.com
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Others InReplyTo: 2014964748.17912591255187236331.JavaMail.root@core.stratfor.com
Text
Hey my best Strat-pals.... (I say with a super sweet smile and an
oh-so-friendly wink...)

D and I spent like 9 hours today going through proposals on places to book
guests for the wedding....
As far as the Strat-fam... we're MORE THAN LOST on this topic and would
like to bring in you two as our consultants on the issue.
We want to make sure you two are okay with being consultants first of
all....

if so, then we need help on
1) how many to invite
2) who to invite
3) how many bedrooms to book -- vs how many can bunk together
4) how far the stratties can survive away from the main festivities.

Believe me, we're doing this for all main guest groups
1) My Clan
2) Anderson Clan
3) Strat
4) Anderson Associates
5) the Ton
6) Lauren's pals
7) Andrew's pals
8) the Russians
9) extras

We would love to sit down with you two on this issue sometime in Nov-Jan
if y'all are okay in being our consultants.
We are also okay with brining in Meredith on the topic, but want a
preliminary draft before we approach any Friedman or Kuykendall.

I have a preliminary sketch of options for y'all to consider for the
Stratties whenever y'all have time.

Have I mentioned that I am freaking stressed out?

I owe y'all wine for this,
Hugs,
La
--
Lauren Goodrich
Director of Analysis
Senior Eurasia Analyst
STRATFOR
T: 512.744.4311
F: 512.744.4334
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lauren.goodrich@stratfor.com
www.stratfor.com

25 - 5464788 - Re: fyi

Re: fyi
Date 2010-01-12 19:25:37
From Anya.Alfano@stratfor.com
To burton@stratfor.com
scott.stewart@stratfor.com
korena.zucha@stratfor.com
Others InReplyTo: 340100213-1263320442-cardhu_decombobulator_blackberry.rim.net-
283681766-@bda050.bisx.prod.on.blackberry
Text
Would she need a cover for weight loss related to an illness that people
already know about? And, it makes the fiancee look pretty terrible in
the meantime. But that could be good cover for when they break up--he
turned out to be so terrible, and she knew he would never accept her
when he told her to lose 40 pounds before they got married.

On 1/12/2010 1:20 PM, burton@stratfor.com wrote:
> May also be cover for illness weight loss?
>
> ------Original Message------
> From: Anya Alfano
> To: Fred Burton
> Cc: 'korena zucha'
> Cc: Scott Stewart
> Subject: Re: fyi
> Sent: Jan 12, 2010 12:18 PM
>
> Will look around for a castle.
>
> The 40 pounds story fits the attention seeking patterns of behavior.
> "Poor Lauren, her fiance told her she has to lose weight...."
>
> On 1/12/2010 1:12 PM, burton@stratfor.com wrote:
>
>> See what you can find in that town. She claimed marriage in a castle to me. I've asked R for
more data.
>>
>> Also, she told Susan that the Lord demanded she loose 40 pounds before the wedding...
>>
>> ------Original Message------
>> From: Anya Alfano
>> To: Fred Burton
>> Cc: 'korena zucha'
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>> Cc: Scott Stewart
>> Subject: Re: fyi
>> Sent: Jan 12, 2010 12:03 PM
>>
>> Has gf sent her away from the week so she can't be confronted while
>> Stick is in town?
>>
>> Church wedding? The UK has a lot of regulations about foreigners
>> getting married, including church weddings.
>>
>> On 1/12/2010 12:53 PM, Fred Burton wrote:
>>
>>
>>> Aberdineshire, Scotland
>>>
>>> On Jan 12, 2010, at 11:24 AM, Fred Burton wrote:
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>>> Do you know the exact location the wedding is supposed to be held?
>>>>>
>>>>> Reva Bhalla wrote:
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>> Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T
>>
>>
>
> Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T

26 - 5507057 - Order Confirmation for HMRShippingUK.net

Order Confirmation for HMRShippingUK.net
Date 2010-01-27 06:48:07
From support@anythingemail.com
To Lauren.goodrich@stratfor.com
Others MessageId:
InReplyTo: kwwznd.i8hpby@it.stratfor.com
Text

Order Confirmation for
HMRShippingUK.net

Hello Lauren,
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Thank you for choosing Anything Email for your Domain, Email, and Website
needs. This email is to confirm the purchase of the Domain Name
HMRShippingUK.net and master email address L.A.Anderson@HMRShippingUK.net.
The charge 49.95 will appear on your credit card statement from Anything
Email, Inc. Please print this email for your records. It contains
important account information. Your email address and domain name will not
affect or change your old email address.

What's next?

Once your domain and new email address are active, we will send you an
Activation Notice (within 24 hours) to the same address as this notice.
Please wait for the Activation Notice before attempting to use your new
domain.

How long before this service is active?

Domain name registrations can take up to 24 hours to become fully
accessible on the Internet. Once the domain is active, all your services
with Anything a Email will also be active.

What becomes active?

* Domain Name: HMRShippingUK.net
* Master Email Address: L.A.Anderson@HMRShippingUK.net
* Command Center (additional email addresses can be set up or changed
through the Command Center)
* Webmail System
* FTP Access with 10MB of web space

What is included with this purchase?

* Domain Name: HMRShippingUK.net
* 5 POP3 Email Accounts at your domain (your master email address plus 4
more)
* 500MB of email storage (distributable through the Command Center)
* FTP Access with 10MB of web space
* Web Site Redirect (automatically redirect your new web address to a
pre-existing web address)

For your records:

Domain: HMRShippingUK.net

Purchase Amount: 49.95

Card Holder: Lauren Goodrich

Master Email Address: L.A.Anderson@HMRShippingUK.net
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Password: Meredith19

POP3 (Incoming) Server: mail.HMRShippingUK.net

SMTP (Outgoing) Server: mail.HMRShippingUK.net

Command Center: http://mail.HMRShippingUK.net/admin

Webmail: http://mail.HMRShippingUK.net/

FTP Location: ftp.HMRShippingUK.net

FTP username: HMRShippingUK.net

FTP password: Meredith19

Look for answers to frequently asked questions located at
http://www.anythingemail.com/support/faqs/. You may e-mail us at
support@anythingemail.com if you have any questions not found in our FAQ.

We sincerely thank you for your business!

Anything Email, Inc.
2455 E. Sunrise Blvd, Suite 1201
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33304
http://www.AnythingEmail.com

Customer Support hours:
Monday-Friday, 9:00am-5:00pm EST
Saturday-Sunday, CLOSED

Telephone: (800) 420-6928 Toll Free
Email: Support@AnythingEmail.com

27 - 5541227 - Re: Test

Re: Test
Date 2010-01-27 21:12:02
From goodrich@stratfor.com
To L.A.Anderson@hmrshippinguk.net
Others InReplyTo: 2463.66.219.38.245.1264623068.squirrel@webmail.anythingemail.com
Text
test test test

L.A.Anderson@HMRShippingUK.net wrote:
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Your servant and friend,
L. Andrew

--
Lauren Goodrich
Director of Analysis
Senior Eurasia Analyst
Stratfor
T: 512.744.4311
F: 512.744.4334
lauren.goodrich@stratfor.com
www.stratfor.com

28 - 1716277 - Re: Delivery Status Notification (Delay)

Re: Delivery Status Notification (Delay)
From marko.papic@stratfor.com
To kristen.cooper@stratfor.com
peter.zeihan@stratfor.com
Others MessageId: <616309110.9443551266192688492.JavaMail.root@core.stratfor.com>
InReplyTo: befad49d1002141609p4f337108l500f578adc516639@mail.gmail.com
Text
The email I sent to Drew bounced back to me (see below). Real weird. Why
would it do that?

Any idea how I can get in touch with him?

See you tomorrow,

Marko

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Mail Delivery Subsystem
Date: Sat, Feb 13, 2010 at 8:03 PM
Subject: Delivery Status Notification (Delay)
To: mpapic@gmail.com

This is an automatically generated Delivery Status Notification

THIS IS A WARNING MESSAGE ONLY.

YOU DO NOT NEED TO RESEND YOUR MESSAGE.

Delivery to the following recipient has been delayed:

L.A.Anderson@hmrshippinguk.net
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Message will be retried for 1 more day(s)

Technical details of temporary failure:
DNS Error: Timeout while contacting DNS servers

----- Original message -----

MIME-Version: 1.0
Received: by 10.91.164.5 with SMTP id r5mr873845ago.95.1265938757264; Thu,
11
Feb 2010 17:39:17 -0800 (PST)
In-Reply-To:
<1587.66.219.38.245.1265903501.squirrel@webmail.anythingemail.com>
References:
<1587.66.219.38.245.1265903501.squirrel@webmail.anythingemail.com>
Date: Thu, 11 Feb 2010 19:39:17 -0600
Message-ID:
Subject: Re: Hello my friends
From: Marko Papic
To: L.A.Anderson@hmrshippinguk.net
Cc: cooper.a.kristen@gmail.com, peter.zeihan@stratfor.com
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary=0016e640d430ef25f6047f5d5597

Hey Andrew,

Thank you for your email.

What are you thinking about? And for how many people? The latter makes a
difference since if we invite a large number of people from Stratfor, we
would want to make it accessible and relatively work-hour related (so
happy
hour -- unfortunately as lame as that sounds -- would have to do).

Alternatively, if you are thinking of something more private and low-key,
we
could plan for a nice dinner somewhere, or perhaps even better a lunch.

That said, if we want to really give Lauren something that she (and all of
us) would enjoy... how about going and doing something fun... like
paintball. Lauren is always talking about how she would kick everyone's
ass
in paintball. Well... what better way to celebrate her birthday then to
let
her kill all of us (with paint of course... of course, just paint...).

We could also think of some sort of an event on Town Lake.

I can help you out with these ideas. Just note that I am on vacation in
Taos
between the 11th and 22nd of March. I will be here for March 23rd -- which
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I
believe is her birthday -- but I will miss the weekend that preceeds it.

Cheers,

Marko

On Thu, Feb 11, 2010 at 9:51 AM, L. Andrew Anderson <
L.A.Anderson@hmrshippinguk.net> wrote:

> Hello Kristen, Marko and Peter,
>
>
>
> I apologize for this contact without a proper introduction of such
> correspondence. But I understand from Lauren that you would not take
affront
> to such a gesture.
>
>
>
> My contact has purpose in that I hope to work with your
a**Strat-cliquea** on
> plans for Ellaa**s 30th birthday. I have attempted to contact Miss Reva,
but
> she must have overlooked my communications.
>
>
>
> Lauren and I had originally planned on celebrating her Pearl Anniversary
in
> Italy with your participation, though with the barrage of engagement and
> wedding events, she has regrettably insisted on postponing for one year
this
> trip. This was her idea and not mine, as I beg your pardon for such

29 - 5360825 - Re: question

Re: question
Date 2010-01-07 19:53:50
From Anya.Alfano@stratfor.com
To burton@stratfor.com
scott.stewart@stratfor.com
korena.zucha@stratfor.com
zucha@stratfor.com
Others InReplyTo: 686437811-1262889802-cardhu_decombobulator_blackberry.rim.net-
38224720-@bda050.bisx.prod.on.blackberry
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Text
Did the question of his employment come up during the weekend?

On 1/7/2010 1:43 PM, burton@stratfor.com wrote:
> R claims L's gold and jewelry is real.
>
> Spent a weekend with the two and his accent sounded real to R.
>
> ------Original Message------
> From: Anya Alfano
> To: Fred Burton
> Cc: Korena Zucha
> Cc: Scott Stewart
> Cc: korena zucha
> Subject: Re: question
> Sent: Jan 7, 2010 12:16 PM
>
> And no one suspected the accent wasn't real? Has anyone called the cell
> phone number to see if the person who picks up has an accent?
>
> On 1/7/2010 1:09 PM, Fred Burton wrote:
>
>> Drew w/a British accent
>>
>> Anya Alfano wrote:
>>
>>
>>> Does R know him as Brian, or Drew?
>>>
>>> On 1/7/2010 12:36 PM, Fred Burton wrote:
>>>
>>>
>>>> R advises both L & B are unbelievable poker players. R thinks they work
>>>> as a tandem.
>>>>
>>>> Anya Alfano wrote:
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>> Maybe the guy has roommates to cover the mortgage so he doesn't have any
>>>>> expenses? Both his cell phone number and his driver's license are
>>>>> registered to the pflugerville home that he owns.
>>>>>
>>>>> On 1/7/2010 12:04 PM, zucha@stratfor.com wrote:
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>> As a note, his accurint report showed that he had a roommate both at
>>>>>> the pflugerville home and Duvall apt although the guy's name did not
>>>>>> match those for owners of the cars in the driveway.

mailto:burton@stratfor.com
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>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>> On Jan 7, 2010, at 10:56 AM, Anya Alfano
>>>>>> > wrote:
>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>>> Yes, the number that LG provided is 512-507-6544. The number is
>>>>>>> registered in the name of Brian Baxter at the address of the home he
>>>>>>> owns.
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>> On 1/7/2010 11:52 AM, Fred Burton wrote:
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>> Do you have Baxter's cell #?
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>
>
> Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T

30 - 5353871 - Re: question

Re: question
Date 2010-01-08 14:42:38
From Anya.Alfano@stratfor.com
To burton@stratfor.com
scott.stewart@stratfor.com
korena.zucha@stratfor.com
zucha@stratfor.com
Others InReplyTo: CA19D471DE9D470B88E2C2AAE096FF3F@1HD2YF1
Text
Yes, I'm trying to figure out how to pull up real estate transaction
records so we can get an idea of how much he earned in commission.

On 1/8/2010 8:04 AM, scott stewart wrote:
> So would real estate in Austin. You could earn that much commission on one
> decent house sale.
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Anya Alfano [mailto:anya.alfano@stratfor.com]
> Sent: Thursday, January 07, 2010 11:11 PM
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> To: burton@stratfor.com
> Cc: Scott Stewart; Korena Zucha; 'korena zucha'
> Subject: Re: question
>
> That would be a great way to earn $45k in cash by the time you're 23.
>
> On 1/7/2010 10:24 PM, burton@stratfor.com wrote:
>
>> Maybe he's a gigalo?
>>
>> ------Original Message------
>> From: Scott Stewart
>> To: Anya Alfano
>> To: Fred Burton
>> Cc: Korena Zucha
>> Cc: 'korena zucha'
>> Subject: RE: question
>> Sent: Jan 7, 2010 8:46 PM
>>
>> If a woman wanted to call me by another name and have me pretend to be
>> a British Lord to her friends, she'd have to be a whole lot more
>> attractive than Lauren.
>>
>> -----Original Message-----
>> From: Anya Alfano [mailto:anya.alfano@stratfor.com]
>> Sent: Thursday, January 07, 2010 5:00 PM
>> To: Fred Burton
>> Cc: zucha@stratfor.com; scott stewart; korena zucha
>> Subject: Re: question
>>
>> I feel like I'm missing something here--I totally understand the idea
>> that some men don't necessarily think with the brain on top of their
>> shoulders all the time, but this just seems nuts. He's letting a girl
>> call him by some random name, speaking with a British accent,
>> pretending to be a British lord, and who knows what else--but why?
>> What is he getting out of it (besides maybe the obvious...)?
>>
>> On 1/7/2010 1:09 PM, Fred Burton wrote:
>>
>>
>>> Drew w/a British accent
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>> Does R know him as Brian, or Drew?
>>>>
>>>> On 1/7/2010 12:36 PM, Fred Burton wrote:
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
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>>>>> R advises both L & B are unbelievable poker players. R thinks they
>>>>> work as a tandem.
>>>>>
>>>>> Anya Alfano wrote:
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>> Maybe the guy has roommates to cover the mortgage so he doesn't
>>>>>> have any expenses? Both his cell phone number and his driver's
>>>>>> license are registered to the pflugerville home that he owns.
>>>>>>
>>>>>> On 1/7/2010 12:04 PM, zucha@stratfor.com wrote:
>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>>
>>>>>>> As a note, his accurint report showed that he had a roommate both
>>>>>>> at the pflugerville home and Duvall apt although the guy's name
>>>>>>> did not match those for owners of the cars in the driveway.
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>> On Jan 7, 2010, at 10:56 AM, Anya Alfano
>>>>>>> > wrote:
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>> Yes, the number that LG provided is 512-507-6544. The number is
>>>>>>>> registered in the name of Brian Baxter at the address of the
>>>>>>>> home he owns.
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>> On 1/7/2010 11:52 AM, Fred Burton wrote:
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>> Do you have Baxter's cell #?
>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>
>>
>> Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T
>>
>

mailto:zucha@stratfor.com


31 - 377839 - Re: XXX

Re: XXX
Date 2010-01-15 20:28:12
From burton@stratfor.com
To anya.alfano@stratfor.com
korena.zucha@stratfor.com
Others MessageId: <1463406142-1263583692-cardhu_decombobulator_blackberry.rim.net-
1006608485-@bda529.bisx.prod.on.blackberry>
InReplyTo: 4B50A2C1.8080002@stratfor.com
Text
Med issue is still not 100 percent in Gs mind.

------Original Message------
From: Anya Alfano
To: burton@stratfor.com
Cc: Korena Zucha
Subject: Re: XXX
Sent: Jan 15, 2010 1:25 PM

Nothing new that I've found. Are there any priorities about what else
we need to know at this point?

On 1/15/2010 2:21 PM, burton@stratfor.com wrote:
> Any update on The Lord of Dripping Springs?
>
> Daddy G told me yesterday he's figuring out a way to make her disappear.
>
> How? He has no idea.
>
> She was holding court yesterday per Stick.
>
> G also briefed Peter and told him to stay mum.
>
>
> Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T
>

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T

32 - 385949 - Re:

Re:
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Date 2010-01-29 00:14:47
From burton@stratfor.com
To gfriedman@stratfor.com
scott.stewart@stratfor.com
friedman@att.blackberry.net
Others MessageId: <138429396-1264720487-cardhu_decombobulator_blackberry.rim.net-
404669737-@bda529.bisx.prod.on.blackberry>
InReplyTo: 907F7DDDE41649868EAD0F89E7806C4A@stratfor.com
Text
Agree, we just met with Dr. Litton and have some good advice. More to follow.

------Original Message------
From: George Friedman
To: Scott Stewart
To: 'George Friedman'
To: Fred Burton
ReplyTo: friedman@att.blackberry.net
Subject: Re:
Sent: Jan 28, 2010 4:47 PM

We could try but it wouldn't work.

Not worried about the blowback as much as you guys are. This will mature the team when it blows.
A lot more care will emerge.
------Original Message------
From: scott stewart
To: 'George Friedman'
To: Fred Burton
Subject: RE:
Sent: Jan 28, 2010 4:23 PM

Copy. Is there any way we can begin to separate here from the rest of the
company? Cause her to do her projects on her own from home?

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T

33 - 5519748 - Re: Please Read

Re: Please Read
Date 2010-03-12 13:57:22
From goodrich@stratfor.com
To marko.papic@stratfor.com
Others InReplyTo: 668668595.4364861268398572681.JavaMail.root@core.stratfor.com
Text
Thanks man.... your friendship is incredibly dear to me.

Marko Papic wrote:
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Hey Lauren,

I will slap anyone talking about this upside the head, although to tell
you the truth nobody has said anything about your absence, at least not
in my presence. Eugene was the only one last week that sensed something
was wrong and that's because Peter called the two of us into his office
and said you were gone for "personal reasons" and that we would have to
work to help him out on Eurasia this week. But that was it. Your privacy
will be guarded like a Bosnian Serb prison camp.

That is really sad to hear. I am here for you and whatever you need. If
you want to talk, I am here. If you want to just chill, I am here as
well.

----- Original Message -----
From: "Lauren Goodrich"
To: "Marko Papic" , "Eugene Chausovsky"
, "Robert Reinfrank"
, "Karen Hooper" ,
"Matt Gertken" , "Matthew Powers"
, "nate hughes"
, "Kristen Cooper"
, "Kevin Stech" ,
"Alex Posey" , "Benjamin Sledge"
, "Ben West" , "Michael
Wilson" , "Bayless Parsley"
, "Kyle Rhodes"
Sent: Friday, March 12, 2010 6:49:51 AM GMT -06:00 US/Canada Central
Subject: Please Read

As you all may have noticed, I have been out of work this week.

I have been dealing with some tough personal issues.

I need to tell you all that there will be no wedding.

I can not get into the details and ask 2 things from each of you.
1) I ask all of you to respect my privacy on this matter.
2) Also to help squash any rumors circulating around the company on
this issue

Now I want to simply concentrate on myself, getting on with my future
and the work I love at Stratfor. I shall return to the office on Monday
and want to keep things concentrated on these goals.

Thank you for listening.
Lauren
--
Lauren Goodrich
Director of Analysis



Senior Eurasia Analyst
Stratfor
T: 512.744.4311
F: 512.744.4334
lauren.goodrich@stratfor.com
www.stratfor.com

--
Lauren Goodrich
Director of Analysis
Senior Eurasia Analyst
Stratfor
T: 512.744.4311
F: 512.744.4334
lauren.goodrich@stratfor.com
www.stratfor.com

34 - 5501350 - Re: Sorry

Re: Sorry
Date 2010-03-28 19:54:08
From goodrich@stratfor.com
To gfriedman@stratfor.com
friedman@att.blackberry.net
Others InReplyTo: 1957379701-1269797044-cardhu_decombobulator_blackberry.rim.net-
1911325998-@bda050.bisx.prod.on.blackberry
Text
No worries.
I agree that I'm certifiably nuts.
But Russia made me that way.

George Friedman wrote:

The point I was making to peter is how valuable you are in spite of everything. He wasn't denying
that as we both believe it. He was challenging my judgment on other things. I was using you as an
example of a good choice. I believe that.

Please forgive the term I used. I think I covered pretty well. And yes you're nuts, but you're very
valuable.
Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T

--
Lauren Goodrich
Director of Analysis
Senior Eurasia Analyst
Stratfor
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T: 512.744.4311
F: 512.744.4334
lauren.goodrich@stratfor.com
www.stratfor.com

35 - 1672914 - Re: [Eurasia] [CT] S3 - FINLAND - Explosion rocks Red Cross reception centre in
Finland

Re: [Eurasia] [CT] S3 - FINLAND - Explosion rocks Red Cross reception centre in Finland
From marko.papic@stratfor.com
To ct@stratfor.com
eurasia@stratfor.com
whips@stratfor.com
Others MessageId: <1471990377.5262231245074188465.JavaMail.root@core.stratfor.com>
InReplyTo: 1331866969.5262161245074151873.JavaMail.root@core.stratfor.com
Text
This is fairly out of the blue, but Finland does have a lot of neo-nazi
and skinhead groups.

----- Original Message -----\
From: "Ben West"
To: "CT AOR"
Cc: "EurAsia AOR" , "Whips"
Sent: Monday, June 15, 2009 8:54:20 AM GMT -05:00 Colombia
Subject: Re: [Eurasia] [CT] S3 - FINLAND - Explosion rocks Red Cross
reception centre in Finland

sounds like anti-immigration actions, they were going after asylum
seekers.
Has there been much anti-immigration activity in Finland recently? Has
this been building up or is this coming out of the blue?

Lauren Goodrich wrote:

Errrr..... explosion in Finland?
Ppl angry that their herring wasn't canned right?

Antonia Colibasanu wrote:

Explosion rocks Red Cross reception centre in Finland
www.chinaview.cn 2009-06-15 20:44:40 Print

HELSINKI, June 15 (Xinhua) -- An explosion occurred at a Red Cross
reception center in southwest Finland in the early hours of Monday,
local media reported.
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An explosive device went off around 4:00 am local time (0200 GMT)
in the yard of a building housing about 20 asylum seekers. Several
windows were shattered, but no one was injured.

A two-door white passenger car with a black trim was seen driving
away from the scene of the explosion moments before the blast.

Police are investigating the incident.

"We have increased security at the reception center to safeguard
the residents," Paivi Nikkola, deputy manager of the center said.

__________ Information from ESET NOD32 Antivirus, version of virus
signature database 4154 (20090615) __________

The message was checked by ESET NOD32 Antivirus.
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__________ Information from ESET NOD32 Antivirus, version of virus
signature database 4154 (20090615) __________

The message was checked by ESET NOD32 Antivirus.
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--
Lauren Goodrich
Director of Analysis
Senior Eurasia Analyst
STRATFOR
T: 512.744.4311
F: 512.744.4334
lauren.goodrich@stratfor.com
www.stratfor.com

--
Ben West
Terrorism and Security Analyst
STRATFOR
Austin,TX
Cell: 512-750-9890

36 - 1752454 - Fwd: [OS] FINLAND - Nazi Party Being Founded in Finland

Fwd: [OS] FINLAND - Nazi Party Being Founded in Finland
Date 2011-05-02 15:43:21
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From marko.papic@stratfor.com
To eurasia@stratfor.com
Others InReplyTo: 4DBEB2D2.1040401@stratfor.com
Text
Well, that was just a matter of time. Finland may be the best place to do
it...

-------- Original Message --------

Subject: [OS] FINLAND - Nazi Party Being Founded in Finland
Date: Mon, 2 May 2011 10:17:25 +0200
From: Klara E. Kiss-Kingston
Reply-To: The OS List
To:

Nazi Party Being Founded in Finland

http://www.yle.fi/uutiset/news/2011/05/nazi_party_being_founded_in_finland_2556607.html

published today 10:55 AM

A legal processes is underway for the formal registration of a National
Socialist Workers' Party in Finland. The group, which uses Nazi symbols,
had intended to put up candidates in the last local elections, and now has
plans to participate in the next elections. Its chairman says the party
has dozens of Nazi activists around the country.

There were no swastikas seen on campaign posters during the recent
Parliamentary elections. However, there could be in the next one. The
two-year process for the National Socialist Workers' Party of Finland to
gain official legal status has been, however, a complicated one.

The group's original, openly racist party rules have been modified, and it
has relinquished the use of a parallel German name. After the revisions,
party regulations are innocuous enough to be used by a sewing circle.

Even so, the national Register of Associations has had doubts about the
use of "National Socialist" in the party's name.

"Statements of evaluation have been requested about this issue. A decision
is expected from the Board of Patents and Registration in May," says Jyrki
Ahdeoja of the Register of Associations.

Statements have been requested from authorities including the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, which is charged with interpreting Finland's
international treaty obligations. Finland's post-WWII peace treaty
included a ban on fascist and paramilitary organizations. For this
reasons, groups such as Lotta Sva:rd, a voluntary auxiliary paramilitary
organisation for women, were disbanded.
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The Foreign Ministry has not found a reason to forbid the registration of
a national socialist party.

"Nothing of a fascist nature was found. We tried to look at how the the
organization's activities are written in its regulations," explains Pa:ivi
Kaukoranta, Director General of the Legal Services section of the Finnish
Foreign Ministry.

Opposed to non-white immigrants

According to the chairman of the National Socialists, Pekka Luoma, the
party's concept is "the people and the fatherland".

"The people is the same as Finland's native, white population. We are
struggling against immigration, especially against coloured immigrants,"
says Luoma.

The groups claims a few dozen Nazi activists around the country. The
chairman is a 40 year-old unemployed family man from Satakunta. If
permission to register as an association is forthcoming, a drive will be
started to gather the signatures of the 5000 supporters needed to register
to take part in elections.

Swastika and Fu:hrer

"If a party's leader wants to a Fu:hrer, then so what?," says Pekka Luoma.

The party is particularly selective about membership. People of foreign
origin have no business being under the swastika.

"If they are not related or do not have blood ties to the Finnish people,
the party does not accept them."

Luoma explains that Swedish-speaking Finns and indigenous Sami people
fulfil the criteria for membership, but he doesn't take a stand on the
matter of membership for Finnish Roma.

The Lotta Sva:rd was approved for reestablishment only as a cultural
organization. A Nazi Party is possible in Finland under its international
treaties. This is due to the global thinking that began in the 90s.

"The freedom of association is a right recognized in very key human rights
agreements and in the practice of human rights courts it is established
that very few restrictions can be placed upon it," points out the Foreign
Ministry's Pa:ivi Kaukoranta.

37 - 174197 - Re: HIGHLIGHTS - Research



Re: HIGHLIGHTS -- Research
Date 2011-11-09 00:12:33
From rbaker@stratfor.com
To analysts@stratfor.com
Others Listname: mailto:analysts@stratfor.com
MessageId: <4C42D3A9-ED92-4735-AFE5-EC39568B5BD6@stratfor.com>
InReplyTo: 4EB9AA01.8070001@stratfor.com
Text
likely going with italy.
any others out there?
On Nov 8, 2011, at 4:15 PM, Colleen Farish wrote:

World: Berlusconomore

Research: Anonymous. Moral agenda + militancy + technical skill +
lack of accountability + fearlessness = potential problems for many many
entities, from psycho neo-Nazis to Apple product addicts to legitimate
governments. There are a lot of goof-balls in there, but there are also
some formidable minds. We are going to hear a lot more from these folks.

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/news/8876667/Anonymous-hacktivists-claim-attack-on-
neo-Nazis.html

--
Colleen Farish
Research Intern
STRATFOR
221 W. 6th Street, Suite 400
Austin, TX 78701
T: +1 512 744 4076 | F: +1 918 408 2186
www.STRATFOR.com

Anonymous hacktivists claim attack on neo-Nazis

2:02PM GMT 08 Nov 2011

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/news/8876667/Anonymous-hacktivists-claim-attack-on-
neo-Nazis.html

Anonymous hacktivists have claimed responsibility for an attack on a
neo-Nazi website in Finland that prompted the resignation of a
parliamentary aide over her alleged links to the group.

Ulla Pyysalo, who worked for the True Finns MP Juho Eerola, said she
would resign after her name apeared on the list last week, according to
the Finnish broadcaster YLE.

"We have successfully and easily hacked [the neo-Nazi] website and
published the database of its membership application database containing
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personal datas of some applicants from all around the country," a
statement posted online on Monday and attributed to Anonymous Finland
said.

"We have no tolerance for any group based on racial, sexual and religion
discrimination as well as for all the people belonging to them and
sharing their ideologies, which is the reason why we decided to carry
out last Monday's attack."

The collective also said it was behind a series of attacks on websites
unrelated to political extremism that exposed the personal details of
16,000 people. The data published online included social security
numbers, addresses, telephone numbers, street addresses, and email
addresses.

Authorities are investigating the security breaches, which took place
last week, according to an online message attributed to Anonymous
Finland.

The National Bureau of Investigation warned those affected to contact
their local police station for guidance on avoiding online scams that
might seek top exploit their personal information.

Anonymous Finland said it mounted the attacks *to see whether Finnish
authorities, companies and institutions offer their users a proper
security and safely treat and store their info*.

*Sadly, we found out they never did,* it said.

*Getting into websites and databases was as easy as cutting butter with
a knife.*

Mikko Hypponen, chief research officer of the Finnish internet security
firm F-Secure, branded the release of the data *irresponsible*.

Finland*s communications regulator said it appeared the data was stolen
from education groups, which it did not name.

Anonymous styles itself as a leaderless collective to which anyone can
claim membership.

--
Colleen Farish
Research Intern
STRATFOR
221 W. 6th Street, Suite 400
Austin, TX 78701
T: +1 512 744 4076 | F: +1 918 408 2186
www.STRATFOR.com

http://www.STRATFOR.com/


38 - 174056 - Re: HIGHLIGHTS - Research

Re: HIGHLIGHTS -- Research
Date 2011-11-09 01:05:09
From kristen.cooper@stratfor.com
To analysts@stratfor.com
Others Listname: mailto:analysts@stratfor.com
MessageId:
InReplyTo: d5e13716-8ff9-499a-8c55-ecce4985f89f@Sean-Noonans-MacBook-2.local
Text
Just got off the phone with Peter. I can take the diary on Italy as long
as that is what we are going with.
Can have out asap.
On Nov 8, 2011, at 5:26 PM, Sean Noonan wrote:

yeah, and you're going to keep distracting from the real threat.
start with this:
http://www.mcafee.com/us/threat-center/operation-aurora.aspx

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9vQaVIoEjOM

----------------------------------------------------------------------

From: "Colleen Farish"
To: "Analyst List"
Sent: Tuesday, November 8, 2011 4:15:29 PM
Subject: HIGHLIGHTS -- Research

World: Berlusconomore

Research: Anonymous. Moral agenda + militancy + technical skill +
lack of accountability + fearlessness = potential problems for many many
entities, from psycho neo-Nazis to Apple product addicts to legitimate
governments. There are a lot of goof-balls in there, but there are also
some formidable minds. We are going to hear a lot more from these
folks.

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/news/8876667/Anonymous-hacktivists-claim-attack-on-
neo-Nazis.html

--
Colleen Farish
Research Intern
STRATFOR
221 W. 6th Street, Suite 400
Austin, TX 78701
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T: +1 512 744 4076 | F: +1 918 408 2186
www.STRATFOR.com

Anonymous hacktivists claim attack on neo-Nazis

2:02PM GMT 08 Nov 2011

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/news/8876667/Anonymous-hacktivists-claim-attack-on-
neo-Nazis.html

Anonymous hacktivists have claimed responsibility for an attack on a
neo-Nazi website in Finland that prompted the resignation of a
parliamentary aide over her alleged links to the group.

Ulla Pyysalo, who worked for the True Finns MP Juho Eerola, said she
would resign after her name apeared on the list last week, according to
the Finnish broadcaster YLE.

"We have successfully and easily hacked [the neo-Nazi] website and
published the database of its membership application database containing
personal datas of some applicants from all around the country," a
statement posted online on Monday and attributed to Anonymous Finland
said.

"We have no tolerance for any group based on racial, sexual and religion
discrimination as well as for all the people belonging to them and
sharing their ideologies, which is the reason why we decided to carry
out last Monday's attack."

The collective also said it was behind a series of attacks on websites
unrelated to political extremism that exposed the personal details of
16,000 people. The data published online included social security
numbers, addresses, telephone numbers, street addresses, and email
addresses.

Authorities are investigating the security breaches, which took place
last week, according to an online message attributed to Anonymous
Finland.

The National Bureau of Investigation warned those affected to contact
their local police station for guidance on avoiding online scams that
might seek top exploit their personal information.

Anonymous Finland said it mounted the attacks *to see whether Finnish
authorities, companies and institutions offer their users a proper
security and safely treat and store their info*.

*Sadly, we found out they never did,* it said.

http://www.STRATFOR.com/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/news/8876667/Anonymous-hacktivists-claim-attack-on-


*Getting into websites and databases was as easy as cutting butter with
a knife.*

Mikko Hypponen, chief research officer of the Finnish internet security
firm F-Secure, branded the release of the data *irresponsible*.

Finland*s communications regulator said it appeared the data was stolen
from education groups, which it did not name.

Anonymous styles itself as a leaderless collective to which anyone can
claim membership.

--
Colleen Farish
Research Intern
STRATFOR
221 W. 6th Street, Suite 400
Austin, TX 78701
T: +1 512 744 4076 | F: +1 918 408 2186
www.STRATFOR.com

--
Sean Noonan
Tactical Analyst
STRATFOR
T: +1 512-279-9479 | M: +1 512-758-5967
www.STRATFOR.com

39 - 2754225 - Re: [Eurasia] [OS] FINLAND - Far-right party becomes Finland's second-largest:
poll

Re: [Eurasia] [OS] FINLAND - Far-right party becomes Finland's second-largest: poll
From marko.primorac@stratfor.com
To marko.papic@stratfor.com
Others MessageId: <1441005108.1320593.1300378158570.JavaMail.root@core.stratfor.com>
InReplyTo: 4D822D9B.4080607@stratfor.com
Text
works for me! awesome stuff

Sincerely,

Marko Primorac
ADP - Europe
marko.primorac@stratfor.com
Tel: +1 512.744.4300
Cell: +1 717.557.8480
Fax: +1 512.744.4334

http://www.STRATFOR.com/
http://www.STRATFOR.com/
mailto:marko.primorac@stratfor.com
mailto:marko.papic@stratfor.com
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----------------------------------------------------------------------

From: "Marko Papic"
To: "EurAsia AOR"
Cc: "Marko Primorac"
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:49:47 AM
Subject: Re: [Eurasia] [OS] FINLAND - Far-right party becomes Finland's
second-largest: poll

This is great timing...

We may even want to do a small piece just on Finland and wtf is going up
there!

On 3/17/11 10:47 AM, Marko Primorac wrote:

Noted for the piece

Sincerely,

Marko Primorac
ADP - Europe
marko.primorac@stratfor.com
Tel: +1 512.744.4300
Cell: +1 717.557.8480
Fax: +1 512.744.4334

----------------------------------------------------------------------

From: "Rachel Weinheimer"
To: "The OS List" , "EurAsia AOR"

Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:39:47 AM
Subject: [Eurasia] [OS] FINLAND - Far-right party becomes Finland's
second-largest: poll

Far-right party becomes Finland's second-largest: poll

http://www.eubusiness.com/news-eu/finland-politics.94p/

17 March 2011, 16:02 CET

(HELSINKI) - The far-right True Finns party has become the
second-largest in Finland, a poll showed Thursday, after it surged to
popularity on an anti-immigration, anti-European Union platform.

With one month to go before parliamentary elections, 18.4 percent of
citizens would vote for the True Finns, according to a Gallup poll
published on the website of the daily Helsingin Sanomat.

mailto:marko.primorac@stratfor.com
http://www.eubusiness.com/news-eu/finland-politics.94p/


The record-high figures indicate that for the first time the previously
marginal party may have surpassed -- although barely -- major Finnish
parties such as the opposition Social Democrats and the ruling Centre
Party, whose leader Mari Kiviniemi is prime minister.

Only the conservative National Coalition Party, with 20.7 percent,
fetched higher popular support than the True Finns.

The newspaper's poll was however contradicted by another released hours
later by public broadcaster YLE, which showed the True Finns gaining
ground but still in fourth place.

YLE's survey, conducted by financial pollster Taloustutkimus, gave the
True Finns 17.2 percent of voter intentions, just 0.9 percentage points
behind both the Centre Party and the Social Democrats, with the National
Coalition keeping the lead at 20.1 percent.

The previous poll by Helsingin Sanomat, published in January, gave the
True Finns 16.2 percent of voting intentions, while YLE's previous poll
gave them 16.9 percent.

Some 2,500 people were surveyed between February 21 and March 16 for the
newspaper's latest poll. The broadcaster's poll was conducted during the
same period and surveyed 2,428 people.

Finland votes for a new parliament on April 17.

While political analysts do not rank the True Finns among Europe's more
extremist right-wing parties, the party's populist rhetoric blends
leftist guarantees of social welfare with right-wing euro-scepticism.

In the previous parliamentary elections in 2007, the party won only 4.1
percent of the vote, up from 1.6 percent in 2003.

This year, the heads of both the National Coalition and the Centre Party
said they would consider forming a government coalition with the True
Finns.

--
Marko Papic
Analyst - Europe
STRATFOR
+ 1-512-744-4094 (O)
221 W. 6th St, Ste. 400
Austin, TX 78701 - USA

40 - 94771 - Re: DISCUSSION - Thoughts on the significance of Oslo



Re: DISCUSSION - Thoughts on the significance of Oslo
Date 2011-07-25 14:55:02
From ben.preisler@stratfor.com
To analysts@stratfor.com
Others Listname: mailto:analysts@stratfor.com
MessageId: <4E2D67A6.10807@stratfor.com>
InReplyTo: 41610F9D-BE6B-4565-A18E-16757F59AC55@stratfor.com
Text
Not the headline, I was more focused on the killer having actually cited
all those right-wing parties. Still think the differentiation stands
though.

On 07/25/2011 03:49 PM, Marko Papic wrote:

Why does that undermine your argument? This makes perfect sense. To gain
legitimacy and popular support, the far right has "cleaned up". They are
obviously going to distance themselves.

On Jul 25, 2011, at 4:06 AM, Benjamin Preisler
wrote:

and just to undermine my own argument a little bit:

Europe's right wing distances itself from Norway killer

http://euobserver.com/9/32656/?rk=1

HONOR MAHONY AND VALENTINA POP

Today @ 09:26 CET

EUOBSERVER / BRUSSELS - Europe's right wing parties have condemned
Friday's massacre in Norway with the confessed gunman Anders Behring
Breivik having used some of their central tenets - anti-immigration
and nationalism - to justify his actions.

The 32-year old Norwegian national, who is to appear in court today in
Oslo after killing 93 people in a bomb and separate killing spree,
wrote a 1,500 page manifesto in which he strongly condemns Norway's
liberal policies and Europe's multi-culturalism as a whole saying it
is leading to the "Islamisation of Europe".

Print
Comment article

The manifesto, upon which he claims to have spent nine years working,
refers specifically to such parties as the English Defence League, an
overtly anti-Muslim fringe group in Britain, and the Dutch Freedom

mailto:ben.preisler@stratfor.com
mailto:analysts@stratfor.com
mailto:analysts@stratfor.com
mailto:4E2D67A6.10807@stratfor.com
mailto:41610F9D-BE6B-4565-A18E-16757F59AC55@stratfor.com
http://euobserver.com/9/32656/?rk=1


Party, an anti-immigrant party propping up the government in the
Hague.

Europe's right wing parties, whose views have become steadily more
mainstream resulting in many of them making it into parliament for the
first time in recent years, have strongly rejected Breivik's actions.

Geert Wilders of the Dutch Freedom Party said the killer was a
"violent and sick character" and said his party "offers its
condolences to all the families of the victims and to the Norwegian
people."

Marine Le Pen, leader of the anti-immigrant National Front, currently
the third largest political force in France, said her party has
"nothing to do with the Norwegian slaughter, which is the work of a
lone lunatic who must be ruthlessly punished".

The Norway killings have also been condemned by the Danish People's
Party, the Sweden Democrats and the True Finns, anti-immigrant and
nationalist parties that are represented in the national parliaments
of Denmark, Sweden and Finland, all considered open and progressive
Nordic societies like Norway.

EU leaders have also spoken out strongly. German chancellor Angela
Merkel called it an "appalling crime", France's Nicolas Sarkozy said
it was "odious and unacceptable".

However the crimes are bound to unleash some soul searching generally
in the EU where the far-right has been growing, tapping into an
anti-foreigner sentiment and fears about jobs as the bloc struggles
cope with the economic downturn.

This has resulted in centre-right leaders such as Sarkozy trying to
steal back some political ground by talking up the importance of
national identity and taking a stronger stance on immigration.

Last year, Angela Merkel said that multi-culturalism had "utterly
failed" while Cameron also tackled the issue head on in February
saying "state multiculturalism has failed".

"Frankly, we need a lot less of the passive tolerance of recent years
and much more active, muscular liberalism," he said.

With much of the attention in the immediate aftermath of the task
focussing on the possible Islamic terrorist origin of the attack, EU
security forces have now been scrambling to focus on homegrown
threats.

Europe's police agency, Europol, said it will establish a taskforce of
around 50 experts to look into non-Islamist threats.



"As soon as it happened we opened our operational centre to connect
the investigation with an international platform of counter terrorism
analysts," Rob Wainwright, Europol's director of operations said.

"It has taken a lot of people by surprise. We've been monitoring the
right wing extremists in Europe for many years," he said. But
Wainwright also said the threat of jihadist terrorism is still real.

"The threat of jihadist terrorism is still out there. It is still a
real and substantial threat, but of course at the same time we have to
monitor other possible terrorist activities."

On 07/25/2011 10:16 AM, Benjamin Preisler wrote:

There is one important differentiation that we have to keep in mind
when talking about this issue. The CNN article throws together
everybody from East-German Neonazis to the True Finns and Geert
Wilders. That is far too simplistic and misleading. Part of the
reason for the electoral success of right-wing parties in Finland,
the Netherlands and other places or their high poll numbers in
France is due to the fact that these parties actually have become
more moderate, they've moved away from Holocaust-denial rhetoric,
some have embraced gay rights and so on and forth.

I would clearly differentiate between right-wing parties' success
electorally and rhetorically in societies per se (Sarrazin...) and
the kind of attack perpetuated by this Norwegian guy. To some extent
they are both crusading against the same issues of course
(immigration mainly, Europeanization also even if stances are far
less clear on this topic if you just look at Wilders), but to simply
throw them together in one pot for me parallels equating the Turkish
AKP (or make it the Egyptian MB if the Turks are too tame for you)
with AQ. Most of the media simply equates right-wing populism with
right-wing terrorism. Implies that the popularity of the one were
somehow casually linked to the other. I think that is much too
simple. Left-wing terrorism in Europe really only took off once the
left-wing populist movement had died away for example, so while
these issues are clearly related I'd be wary of linking them as
strongly.

On 07/25/2011 06:09 AM, Marko Papic wrote:

There remains one crucial issue to be resolved, did Breivik act
alone or not. Were he part of some coordinated conspiracy, his
reference to some reconstituted Knights of Templar shows he had
considerable international contacts, would illustrate a
considerable increase in far-right capacities. However, at the
moment, it seems that the most likely scenario is that he did act
alone -- potentially with some sort of similar grass-roots
support, but nothing beyond a fellow local lone wolf.



Op-eds and analyzes across the internet are already saying all the
regular stuff. This CNN article (CNN!!) basically sums up the
usual analysis one would make after an event like this:
http://edition.cnn.com/2011/WORLD/europe/07/24/europe.far.right/index.html?hpt=hp_c1
It is actually one of the best analyzes I have read thus far. Hat
off to CNN. No point in saying the same thing.

I believe we should move beyond this. Regurgitating the facts on
the ground -- that far right parties have gained support and even
legitimacy across of Northern Europe -- will get us nowhere. We
already wrote this a number of times, connecting it to the coming
(now ongoing) Eurozone crisis and so on. We have beaten this trend
by full THREE years, so let's not obsess with it now:

http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20090302_europe_xenophobia_rising
http://www.stratfor.com/node/133156/analysis/20090303_europe_xenophobia_and_economic_rece
ssion
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20100412_hungary_rise_right
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20110115-frances-far-right-picks-its-new-leader-0
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20090608_eu_european_parliament_elections

The first one is probably the most important to read, for
theoretical reasons. The others connect the rise in the far right
with immigration and economic recession. There is nothing new to
this. Ever since the Nottingham Riots this has been a very well
established phenomenon in Europe and is something that I have
personally delved into considerably in grad school, so believe me,
I rarely give up a chance to write tomes on this.

The second reason I don't think this is interesting is because
there has already been far right terrorism in Europe and in the
U.S. Oklahoma City bombing is the obvious one. It happened well
before Sept. 11th, it was considerably large and was also an act
of a lone wolf with little support. The 1980 Bologna train station
bombing killed 85 people and was conducted by a far right group.
So to somehow paint the Oslo attack as unique in the tome of
far-right extremism would discount empirical evidence to the
contrary.

However...

There is one element of this that I do find interesting. It is the
adoption of AQ tactics and... and ideology by non-Muslim
extremists. I talked to Stick about this about a year ago... The
world is full of young men -- it is always young men -- who
believe they are destined for greatness. They become delusional
and commit violent acts to gain immortality. What is interesting
about this phenomenon in the West is that it rarely leads to
widespread carnage. Plenty of people will try to assassinate
someone -- Lennon, Olof Palme, Reagan, etc. -- but rarely do they

http://edition.cnn.com/2011/WORLD/europe/07/24/europe.far.right/index.html?hpt=hp_c1
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20090302_europe_xenophobia_rising
http://www.stratfor.com/node/133156/analysis/20090303_europe_xenophobia_and_economic_rece
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20100412_hungary_rise_right
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20110115-frances-far-right-picks-its-new-leader-0
http://www.stratfor.com/analysis/20090608_eu_european_parliament_elections


attempt mass murder. McVeigh did, and he seems to be the
exception.

What AQ has done is it has brought the ideology/tactics (it is a
bit of both) of mass murder to Europe and the U.S. Breivik himself
cites AQ in his writing: "Just like Jihadi warriors are the plum
tree of the Ummah, we will be the plum tree for Europe and for
Christianity." This is really interesting to me. In Christianity,
and particularly in Protestantism, martyrdom is usually
concentrated on self-sacrifice, but more focused inward. In
Christian tradition, martyrs are those who were killed for their
beliefs. So dying for your beliefs is definitely in the Christian
tradition, but not really dying on your way to killing a mass of
people who in some way identify as your enemies. Think about
European terrorism. There is lots of it. But most of it has always
concentrated on taking out particular targets, businessmen,
diplomats, politicians. Rarely has it been about taking out a
whole school or opera house. Even extremists have shied away from
killing innocents. This, of course, is not the European historical
tradition. Plenty of religious massacres during the Thirty Years'
War in the mid--17th Century. European religious fanaticism makes
AQ and Muslim extremists look like a STRATFOR paint-ball outing.

My point is that AQ-styled apocalyptic/messianic mass murder
terrorism is new to the West. And while the far-right might
despise Muslims, they have begun to admire the force and power of
their actions. This is nothing new. Fascists despised communists,
but built their youth groups and organizational tactics completely
on the basis of the Communists movements across of Europe, simply
adopting the same tactics/methods on a different ideology. Extreme
far right has seen the success of Muslim extremism. September 11
was a geopolitical event. It was the most geopolitical event of
the last decade (we would know, we identified it as such!).
Whatever you want to say about AQ -- that they are done, that they
are weak, that they failed -- they managed to stir up a sleeping
giant into attacking a hornets nest. They have distracted the
U.S., forced us into two global wars, contributed to our current
economic predicament and bred resentment against American
imperialism across the globe. Their actions were powerful,
significant and monumental.

This is what I think is the most significant point of the Oslo
attack. The adoption of AQ styled tactics -- something the
Tactical team immediately pointed out on Friday -- by a completely
different militant group and/or lone wolves. In fact, Breivik was
expressly motivated by his opposition to Muslims. Nonetheless, you
can sense a deep respect for the Muslim extremist tactics. This is
the trend that I find most interesting and really the only
significant issue here. Far right groups have been rising in
popularity. Great... I wrote that 3 years ago. There is nothing to



say there that we have not already said. The real danger is that
those disillusioned young men looking for greatness -- for
whatever reason and on whatever grounds -- are no longer looking
up to Lee Harvey Oswald or Charles Whitman. They are going to
emulate Osama bin Laden and AQ.

We may therefore have our first truly successful Lone Wolf
motivated by AQ tactics, but not Muslim extremist. The problem is
that there could be many others. Jared Laughner is a good example.
We dismissed him on Friday as a lunatic. I disagree. He was
clearly deranged, but he also had a very clear anti-state message
in his rantings. You have plenty of impressionable young men who
think they should be the next Lenin. I think the significance of
Oslo is that more may decide to eschew the old-school tactics that
Laughner applied and instead branch out into the AQ-styled plans
that Breivik successfully orchestrated. Thankfully, planning for a
Breivik-styled attack will also mean that there is a great
likelihood that they fail, which is something the Tactical team
can expand on.

(Ironically, the alleged bomber appears to have learned from al
Qaeda's methodology in planning attacks, and purportedly wrote: )
--
Marko Papic

STRATFOR Analyst
C: + 1-512-905-3091
marko.papic@stratfor.com

--

Benjamin Preisler
+216 22 73 23 19
currently in Greece: +30 697 1627467

--

Benjamin Preisler
+216 22 73 23 19
currently in Greece: +30 697 1627467

--

Benjamin Preisler
+216 22 73 23 19
currently in Greece: +30 697 1627467
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Re: [CT] Anybody know the actual identify of Fjordman?
Date 2011-07-25 17:06:58
From marko.primorac@stratfor.com
To ct@stratfor.com
Others Listname: mailto:ct@stratfor.com
MessageId: <176244003.133216.1311606418838.JavaMail.root@core.stratfor.com>
InReplyTo: 4E2D8585.6040406@stratfor.com
Text
Blogs on Gates of
Vienna: http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/ / http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/2011/07/fjordman-
speaks-out.html

Sincerely,

Marko Primorac
Tactical Analyst
marko.primorac@stratfor.com
Cell: 011 385 99 885 1373

----------------------------------------------------------------------

From: "Scott Stewart"
To: ct@stratfor.com
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 11:02:29 AM
Subject: Re: [CT] Anybody know the actual identify of Fjordman?

Norway.

On 7/25/11 10:55 AM, burton@stratfor.com wrote:

Where is he located?

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T

----------------------------------------------------------------------

From: Sean Noonan
Date: Mon, 25 Jul 2011 09:08:55 -0500 (CDT)
To: CT AOR; EurAsia Team;
Christopher O'Hara; Fred
Burton
Subject: Anybody know the actual identify of Fjordman?
Pen name for right-wing mainly anti-Islam/immigration essayist who
actually wrote this 'European Declaration of Independence' that Breivik
seems to have copied.

I know I've seen discussion of this guy somewhere. Breivik cites him a
ton, on page 1405 of his tome he goes through how he tried to meet
Fjordman, but was not able to.
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http://fjordman.blogspot.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fjordman
http://www.amazon.com/Defeating-Eurabia-Fjordman/dp/1409247155

--

Sean Noonan

Tactical Analyst

Office: +1 512-279-9479

Mobile: +1 512-758-5967

Strategic Forecasting, Inc.

www.stratfor.com

42 - 958609 - Re: S-weekly for comment - The Practical Implications of the WHTI

Re: S-weekly for comment - The Practical Implications of the WHTI
Date 2009-05-27 22:46:14
From marko.papic@stratfor.com
To analysts@stratfor.com
Others Listname: mailto:analysts@stratfor.com
MessageId: <42940360.2110151243457174667.JavaMail.root@core.stratfor.com>
InReplyTo: 5736A20FB6D043778ABBDDEBB844FEE0@1HD2YF1
Text
I agree with you... the Balts are a concern considering the amount of
Russian intel activity there.

However, I am really with you on the Eurabia and Londinstan point. I would
rather have a bunch of Russian spies running around than one crazy loon
born in the ghettos of UK or the banlieus of France.

----- Original Message -----
From: "scott stewart"
To: "Analyst List"
Sent: Wednesday, May 27, 2009 3:24:55 PM GMT -05:00 Colombia
Subject: RE: S-weekly for comment - The Practical Implications of the WHTI

(would be good to list them here... or at least menton something like "The
EU, Australia, Canada and a handful of Western states)

--What really bothers me about the visa waiver states was the last batch

http://fjordman.blogspot.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fjordman
http://www.amazon.com/Defeating-Eurabia-Fjordman/dp/1409247155
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admitted in, which included Slovenia, Slovakia, Hungary and the Baltic
countries.

Of course the other big issue is that the EU is fast becoming Eurabia and
Londonistan.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

From: analysts-bounces@stratfor.com [mailto:analysts-bounces@stratfor.com]
On Behalf Of Marko Papic
Sent: Wednesday, May 27, 2009 4:16 PM
To: Analyst List
Subject: Re: S-weekly for comment - The Practical Implications of the WHTI
I always wondered why is it that the U.S. allowed its citizens to return
to the country without a passport. It never really made sense to me. Does
any other country do that? It would be something to explain in the
beginning...

A few comments throughout.

----- Original Message -----
From: "scott stewart"
To: "Analyst List"
Sent: Wednesday, May 27, 2009 2:12:27 PM GMT -05:00 Colombia
Subject: S-weekly for comment - The Practical Implications of the WHTI

The Practical Implications of the WHTI

On June 1, 2009, the land and sea portion of the Western Hemisphere Travel
Initiative (WHTI) will enter into effect. The WHTI is a program that was
launched as a result of the Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention
Act of 2004, and which is intended to standardize the documents required
to enter the U.S. The stated goal of WHTI is to facilitate entry for U.S.
citizens and legitimate foreign visitors, while strengthening U.S. border
security by reducing the possibility of people entering the country using
fraudulent documents.

Prior to the WHTI, American travelers to Mexico, Canada and the Caribbean
only needed a drivera**s license and birth certificate to re-enter the
U.S. while American travelers to other regions of the world required U.S.
passports. This meant that immigration officials had to examine driver
licenses and birth certificates from every state and since the birth
certificates and driver licenses of all the states change over time, there
were literally hundreds of different types of birth certificates and
driver licenses which could be used to travel. In practical terms this
large number of documents meant that there was no way that immigration
officers could be familiar with the security features of each
identification document, thusly increasing the ability of people to
counterfeit or fraudulently altered documents to enter the country.

mailto:analysts-bounces@stratfor.com
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The air portion of the WHITI went into effect in January 2007 and required
that all international air travelers use passports to enter the U.S.
However the land and sea implementation of WHITI will be a little
different from the air portion. In addition to passports, land travelers
can also use U.S. passport cards (a driver-license sized identification
document http://travel.state.gov/passport/ppt_card/ppt_card_3926.html
[can we insert the link to the state department site?] an enhanced
drivera**s license (which are currently being issued by Michigan, New
York, Vermont and Washington) or special trusted traveler identification
cards such as Nexus and Sentri, to enter the country by land.

The WHTI will greatly simplify the number of travel documents that
immigration officials will have to scrutinize. It will also mean that the
documents needed to enter the U.S. are far harder to counterfeit, alter or
obtain by fraud, than the documents previously required for entry. This
will make it more difficult for criminals, illegal aliens and militants to
enter the U.S. but will by no means make it impossible.

An Evolutionary Process

Identity document fraud has existed for as long as identity documents have
been in existence. Like much sophisticated crime, document fraud has long
been an evolutionary process. Advancements in document security features
have been followed by advancement in fraud techniques, and then this
advancement in fraud techniques has forced governments to continue to
advance their efforts at securing their documents. In recent years, the
advent of color copiers, and powerful desktop computers with sophisticated
graphics programs and laser printers has propelled this document fraud
arms race into overdrive.

In addition to sophisticated physical security features such as ultra
violet markings and holograms, perhaps the most significant security
feature of the newer identification documents such as passports and visas
is that they are machine readable and are linked to a database which can
be cross-checked when the document is swiped through a reader at a point
of entry. Should mention specifically that they now have RFID chips in
them. This has limited the utility of completely counterfeit U.S.
passports, because for the most part they cannot be used to pass through a
point of entry that is equipped with a reader connected to the central
database. Such documents then, are used mostly for travel abroad rather
than for entering the U.S.

Likewise, advancements in security features have also made it far more
difficult to alter genuine documents by doing things like changing the
photo affixed to it (referred to as a photo substitution or photo sub).
Certainly, there are some very high end document forgers who can still
accomplish this a** like those employed by intelligence agencies a** but
such operations are very difficult and the documents produced by such
high-end professionals are very expensive. Because of this, it is often
cheaper (and easier) to just obtain a genuine document by fraud.

http://travel.state.gov/passport/ppt_card/ppt_card_3926.html


One of the benefits of the WHTI is that it will now force those wishing to
obtain genuine documents by fraud to travel to a higher level a** it has
upped the ante. As STRATFOR has long noted [link
http://www.stratfor.com/u_s_intelligence_bill_america_safer ] drivera**s
licenses pose serious national security vulnerability. Drivera**s
licenses are, in fact, the closet thing to a U.S. national identity card.
However, driver's licenses are issued by each state, and the process for
getting one differs greatly among the states. Criminals clearly have
figured out how to work the system to get fraudulent driver's licenses. In
fact, some states make it easier to get licenses than others and people
looking for fraudulent identification flock to those states. Furthermore,
within the states there are some department of motor vehicles offices --
and specific workers -- known to be more lenient and those offices and
employees are specifically used. Corrupt DMV employees and an entire
industry that is devoted to producing counterfeit identification documents
further compound these problems.You should explain here exactly what
dynamic it is that was a problem before WHTI. For example, someone outside
of the U.S. could get their hands on a drivers' license and a birth
certificate and enter the U.S. posing as a returning U.S. citizen.

Birth certificates are also relatively easy to obtain by fraudulent means.
The relative ease of fraudulently obtaining drivera**s licenses and birth
certificates is seen in federal document fraud cases. In a large majority
of the passport fraud cases worked by Diplomatic Security Service (DSS)
special agents, the suspects have successfully obtained fraudulent driver
licenses and birth certificates which are submitted in support of a
passport application. It is not uncommon for DSS special agents to arrest
suspects who possess multiple drivera**s licenses in different identities
from the same state or even from different states. Such documents could
have been used to travel across the U.S. border via land prior to the
implementation of the WHTI.

Countermoves

For those able to afford the fees of high-end alien smugglers, who can
charge up to $30,000 for a package of identification documents that
contains a genuine U.S. passport with genuine supporting documents (birth
certificate, social security card and drivera**s license), or $10,000 to
$15,000 for a genuine U.S. visa, the WHTI will not make much difference.
These high end document vendors obtain legitimate identification documents
by paying corrupt officials who have been carefully cultivated.

That said, the WHTI should succeed in causing the vast majority of [link
http://www.stratfor.com/hidden_risk_undocumented_workers_debate ] criminal
aliens, illegal economic immigrants and even militants -- people who have
not traditionally patronized high-end document vendors -- to adapt the way
they travel to the U.S. Of course perhaps the simplest way is to get to
Canada or Mexico and then simply sneak across the border as an
undocumented alien a** something that hundreds of thousands of people do
every year. Once inside the country they can then link up with lower-level
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document vendors to obtain the drivera**s licenses, social security cards
and other identity documents they need in order to live, work and travel
around the country.

However, the WHTI, and the crush of passport applications it is now
causing, will create another distinct vulnerability in the short term.
Although the State Department has hired a large number of new passport
examiners to process the flood of passport applications it is receiving
(and also a number of new DSS special agents to investigation fraud cases)
the system is currently overwhelmed by the volume of passport applications
being submitted. Historically, examiners have had their performance
evaluations based upon the number of passport applications they process
rather than on the number of fraudulent applications they catch. This
emphasis on numerical quotas has long forced many examiners to take
shortcuts in their fraud detection efforts, and as a result many genuine
passports have been issued to people who did not have a legitimate right
to them. The current overwhelming flood of passport applications as a
result of WHTI, when combined with a batch new examiners who are rated on
numerical quotas will further enhance this vulnerability. Unless a
passport application has an obvious fraud indicator, it will likely slip
through cracks and a fraudulent applicant will receive a genuine U.S.
passport.

The changes in travel documents required to enter the U.S. will also place
a premium on passports from countries that are included in the U.S. visa
waiver program, that is, those countries whose citizens can travel to the
U.S. for up to 90 days without a visa (would be good to list them here...
or at least menton something like "The EU, Australia, Canada and a handful
of Western states). This will be especially true for those countries on
the visa waiver list which have passports that are easier to photo sub
than a U.S. passport, or countries where it may be cheaper and easier to
obtain a genuine passport from a corrupt government official than it is in
the U.S.

While there are efforts currently underway to create an international
database to rapidly share data about lost and stolen blank and issued
passports, there is currently a large gap in that area and there are
generally lags before lost and stolen foreign passports are entered into
U.S. lookout systems, this lag provides ample time for someone to enter
the U.S. on a photo subbed passport, and it is not clear if retroactive
searches are made once the U.S. is notified of a stolen passport in order
to determine if that passport was used to enter the U.S. during the lag
period.

Stolen passports are another area to consider. In addition to being photo
subbed, isn't that nearly impossible with the latest passport technology?
they can also be used as travel documents by people who resemble the owner
of the document. All the holograms, microprinting and other security
features that have been placed on the laminates of passport photo pages
tend to make it difficult to clearly see the photo of the passport holder



and people change over time, so a person who was issued a passport 8 years
ago can look substantially different from their passport photo today. The
passport process and the laminate can also make it especially difficult to
see the facial features of dark skinned people. Because of these factors
it is not uncommon for people to be able to impersonate someone and use
their passport without altering it. Because of these possibilities, stolen
passports are worth a tidy sum on the black market. Indeed, just as soon
as the ill-fated green cover U.S. passports were found to be extremely
easy to photo sub, they were fetching $7,000 apiece on the black market in
places like Jamaica and Haiti. In fact criminal gangs quickly began
offering tourists cash or drugs in exchange for the expensive documents,
and the criminal gangs would then turn around and sell them for a profit
to document vendors..

As an aside, many Americans are unaware of the monetary value of their
passport -- which is several times the $100 they paid to have it issued.
They do not realize that when they carry their passport it is like toting
around a wad of $100 bills. Tour guides who collect up the passports of
all the people on their tour group and then keep them in a bag or backpack
can end up carrying around tens of thousands of dollars in identification
documents a** which would make a really nice haul for a petty criminal in
the third world.

In the end the WHTI will help to close some significant loopholes a**
especially in regard to the use of fraud-prone drivera**s licenses and
birth certificates for international travel a** but the program will not
end all document fraud. Document vendors will continue to shift and adjust
their efforts to adapt to the WHTI and exploit other vulnerabilities in
the system.

Scott Stewart
STRATFOR
Office: 814 967 4046
Cell: 814 573 8297
scott.stewart@stratfor.com
www.stratfor.com
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Re: MORE*: G3/B3* - FINLAND/EU/GREECE/ECON - Finland PM criticises EU policymaking,
euro debt
Date 2011-09-07 17:23:56
From bayless.parsley@stratfor.com
To analysts@stratfor.com
Others Listname: mailto:analysts@stratfor.com
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MessageId: <4E678C8C.9000007@stratfor.com>
InReplyTo: 4E678ADB.4030803@stratfor.com
Text
this job is so depressing

On 9/7/11 10:16 AM, Peter Zeihan wrote:

2T euro today? certainly would not fly

but that's the next stage of EFSF 'reform' and will be the issue for
1Q2012

because without that, you get an Italian default and that is the end of
the euro and the EU

and that will happen next year

not a lot of room left for a mittelapproach

On 9/7/11 10:11 AM, Bayless Parsley wrote:

A 2 trillion euro bailout fund would not fly with voters though.
That's the fundamental paradox. You want to take measures now to keep
your people happy and maintain their support in the future, but if you
go too far, you risk losing power now, and hurting your national
interests in the years to come. So a mittelway must be found.

We don't really disagree, it's just in the way we're wording what
Germany's goals are. I doubt there is a conscious goal of Germany
being the lord of Europe. But that may just be the natural outcome of
the steps Berlin must take in trying to keep the eurozone alive.

On 9/7/11 10:03 AM, Peter Zeihan wrote:

if your goal is eurozone preservation, you build a 2T euro bailout
fund to handle banking failures and you kick the greeks out

but as to your core point, preservation of the eurozone is the
german route to hegemony

that it makes german rich to is a (very nice) side effect

On 9/7/11 10:01 AM, Bayless Parsley wrote:

Rather than being convinced that all Germany wants is hegemony,
why don't we just think about the fact that Germany wants to do
all it can to preserve the solvency/future propsperity of the
eurozone?
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Greece may be a lost cause, but if you give up on Greece now, you
increase the chances of the entire project falling apart. Germany
doesn't want that to happen. Like Merkel said today, "Germans have
never had it as good as they have it now," but if the rest of
Europe goes to shit, that will have a direct impact on Germany in
the future.

Remember that research for how large a percentage of Germany's
exports go to eurozone/EU countries. This is just as much about a
fight for self-preservation as it is for hegemony.

On 9/7/11 9:44 AM, Emre Dogru wrote:

if germans realize that their economic hegemony over europe and
management of greek debt crisis does not translate into
increased political influence over other european states - such
as findland-, why bother?

Peter Zeihan wrote:

this is what the Finn demand for collateral is all about --
other states saying that they're no longer willing to
underwrite a location that can't recover and isn't even really
trying to recover

so it comes down to germany domestic feeling (which is part of
the reason why merkel has cancelled a lot of her foreign
travels to focus on EFSF2 ratification)

which brings us back to the old problem of the germans having
an open, public convo with themselves about what they're
really after

On 9/7/11 9:18 AM, Reva Bhalla wrote:

and so do you think that's the direction Germany is going?
shelling out for Greece in the near term and absorbing all
the huge political risk that goes with it? will they
succeed? how can we be sure that domestic political
constraints won't overwhelm a German strategic interest to
heighten its authority in the EU

----------------------------------------------------------------------

From: "Peter Zeihan"
To: analysts@stratfor.com
Sent: Wednesday, September 7, 2011 8:54:11 AM
Subject: Re: MORE*: G3/B3* - FINLAND/EU/GREECE/ECON -
Finland PM criticises EU policymaking, euro
debt
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the prob is that greece is not salvageable under any
realistic scenario

but germany has to put greece in a holding pattern while it
tries to consolidate everything else

which makes those states who have clean noses rather annoyed
and unwilling to participate

the only 'neat' way to square the circle is for germany to
pay for greece until they can consolidate everything else
=\

On 9/7/11 8:44 AM, Emre Dogru wrote:

this is becoming an issue for germany more than greece. it
shows merkel that she is not able to tighten germany's
control over europe no matter what it does for greece.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

From: "Benjamin Preisler"
To: alerts@stratfor.com
Sent: Wednesday, September 7, 2011 7:23:28 AM
Subject: MORE*: G3/B3* - FINLAND/EU/GREECE/ECON - Finland
PM criticises EU policymaking, euro debt

Finland May Quit Rescue If Collateral Denied, Katainen
Says
http://www.businessweek.com/news/2011-09-07/finland-may-quit-rescue-if-collateral-denied-
katainen-says.html

September 07, 2011, 6:36 AM EDT

By Kati Pohjanpalo

(Updates with Katainen comment in fourth paragraph.)

Sept. 7 (Bloomberg) -- Finnish Prime Minister Jyrki
Katainen said his country may not contribute to a second
Greek bailout package if demands for collateral in
exchange for new loans aren't met.

Such an outcome "remains a possibility," Katainen told
reporters after delivering a speech in Helsinki today. "It
depends on the collateral issue."

Finland is at the center of a collateral dispute that
threatens to stall Greece's second rescue package and
exacerbate Europe's debt crisis. Katainen had earlier this
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month pledged to find a model that satisfies the AAA rated
nation's insistence on extra assurances its bailout funds
be repaid without putting other euro members or creditors
at a disadvantage.

"The collateral issue is a small detail in a larger
package," Katainen told reporters. "We're looking for a
solution. But we can't wait forever, as the issue must be
resolved in the next few days."

The euro pared gains and was trading 0.5 percent higher
against the dollar at 1.4069 at 11:08 a.m. in London after
having risen as much as 1.1 percent earlier in the day.

The deadlock over Finland's collateral demands is just one
of multiple threats to euro-region stability. In Greece,
the so- called Troika of the International Monetary Fund,
the European Commission and the European Central Bank have
delayed their next economic review as the government in
Athens predicts a deeper recession. In Italy, the euro
region's third-largest economy, commitment to austerity
measures shows signs of wavering.

Earning Influence

Finland still wants to be a part of Greece's bailout,
Katainen said in the speech.

The northernmost euro member "must earn its influence
inside the European Union," he said. "Finland's success
depends on the success of the EU."

Finland, which was forced to abandon an earlier bilateral
arrangement with Greece that gave the Nordic country cash
collateral, must now find a deal that protects the IMF's
priority creditor status. The Washington D.C.-based fund,
which has provided a third of the bailout loans given to
Europe so far, would oppose any deal that overlooks its
rights, four people with direct knowledge of the matter
said last week.

`Fatal' for Bailout

The clause on collateral, enshrined in the July 21
decisions by EU leaders, sparked a torrent of criticism
after it was unveiled on Aug. 16. Austrian Finance
Minister Maria Fekter warned Finland's deal threatened to
"blow up" the region's rescue mechanism, while Michael
Meister, senior finance spokesman for German Chancellor
Angela Merkel's Christian Democrats, said such accords



would be "fatal" for the bailout. Any Finnish accord needs
to be approved by all euro members.

Europe can't allow itself to keep failing in its efforts
to enforce fiscal responsibility and end a debt crisis
that shows signs of deepening, Katainen said.

"It's up to euro members to cut their debts and deficits,"
he said, adding joint liability such as the introduction
of common euro bonds is no answer.

On 09/07/2011 01:06 PM, Benjamin Preisler wrote:

Finland PM criticises EU policymaking, euro debt
http://www.reuters.com/article/2011/09/07/finland-idUSL5E7K70PU20110907

HELSINKI, Sept 7 | Wed Sep 7, 2011 5:04am EDT

HELSINKI, Sept 7 (Reuters) - Finnish Prime Minister
Jyrki Katainen said the existence of a new, unofficial
group within the European Union was posing a risk to
fairness and democracy.

In one of his strongest statements against current
European policymaking, Katainen said the euro zone had
broken rules for too long and that bailouts should be
the "extreme exception."

"The problem in the euro zone is too much debt. Another
problem is that we have broken, and at least flexibly
interpreted, our own rules for too long, which is why
our decision-making suffers from a lack of confidence,"
he said in a speech.

Finland's government, led by Katainen's right-leaning
National Coalition, is pro-Europe but has been demanding
collateral as a condition for new loans to Greece.
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[Fwd: [Fwd: don't share this]]
Date 2011-04-06 20:53:35
From robert.reinfrank@stratfor.com
To matt.gertken@stratfor.com
Others InReplyTo: 0a5a01cbf47c$06a6ae20$13f40a60$@stratfor.com
Attachments

118095_Q Series - Nuclear Power.pdf (1021.9KiB)

Text
-------- Original Message --------

Subject: [Fwd: don't share this]
Date: Wed, 06 Apr 2011 09:32:29 -0500
From: Robert Reinfrank
To: Kevin Stech

-------- Original Message --------

Subject: don't share this
Date: Tue, 05 Apr 2011 16:02:11 -0500
From: Robert Reinfrank
To: Marko Papic

I want to keep the edge
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45 - 1762170 - Re: Fwd: tasking - eurasia - FINLAND/ENERGY - Finland gives the green light to
new nuclear reactors

Re: Fwd: tasking - eurasia - FINLAND/ENERGY - Finland gives the green light to new nuclear
reactors
Date 2010-07-01 16:13:15
From marko.papic@stratfor.com
To benjamin.preisler@stratfor.com
Others InReplyTo: 4C2C9C6C.5050005@stratfor.com
Text
There is nothing in the OS on this?

Looks to me like the nuclear waste site expansion is influenced by the
vote to build more reactors. Finland has a lot of nuclear power coming
online and wants to build more. So it makes sense that they want to expand
their nuclear waste sites.

Benjamin Preisler wrote:

I cannot find anything on this. Tried calling a couple of people, but no
one in Finland is actually answering their phones anymore.

The only thing I found was that this is an expansion of an existing
nuclear waste site, but nothing on what kind of size we are talking
about.

Marko Papic wrote:

Can you look into the specifics of this waste site?

----------------------------------------------------------------------

From: "Peter Zeihan"
To: analysts@stratfor.com
Sent: Thursday, July 1, 2010 7:33:55 AM
Subject: tasking - eurasia - FINLAND/ENERGY - Finland gives the green
light to new nuclear reactors

look into the nuke waste site -- im not aware of very many of those
existing at all

if finland is taking care of its own waste, that's notable

if they're building a facility big enough to import waste, we need to
write on it

Michael Wilson wrote:

Finland gives the green light to new nuclear reactors
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http://www.monstersandcritics.com/news/europe/news/article_1567799.php/Finland-gives-the-
green-light-to-new-nuclear-reactors

Jul 1, 2010, 12:07 GMT

Helsinki - Finland's parliament on Thursday gave the go ahead for
two new nuclear reactors to be built by two local energy companies,
TVO and Fennovoima.

The country already has four reactors, two on the island of
Olkiluoto and two in the town of Loviisa, on the southern coast. A
fifth is being built in Olkiluoto, which should be connected to the
electricity grid by 2013. Rising costs meant it missed its original
deadline of 2009.

In two separate votes for the sixth and seventh reactors Thursday,
legislators voted 121 to 71 in favour of Fennovoima's bid, and 120
to 72 in favour of TVO's bid.

Several legislators wanted to approve the construction of just one
reactor.

The parliament also voted 159 to 35 in favour of building a nuclear
waste storage site in Eurajoki, in the west of the country.

Finland's nuclear power plants currently supply around a quarter of
the country's energy. The two extra reactors should increase that to
a half.

The construction proposals had been put forward by liberal prime
minister Matti Vanhanen, who resigned last week.

The Greens, part of the ruling coalition, voted against the plans,
but said they wanted to remain in the government, now led by Mari
Kiviniemi.
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Marko Papic

STRATFOR Analyst
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Re: [alpha] INSIGHT - ESTONIA/RUSSIA/MIL - Independent defensive capabilities - EE204
Date 2011-12-06 16:28:40
From goodrich@stratfor.com
To alpha@stratfor.com
Others Listname: mailto:alpha@stratfor.com
MessageId: <4EDE34A8.5000500@stratfor.com>
InReplyTo: 4EDE3443.3060100@stratfor.com
Text
This is very interesting. Basing one's strategy on being outside of NATO
-- like the Finns. As if NATO could not be relied on. Good strategy if
you're Estonia.

On 12/6/11 9:26 AM, Marc Lanthemann wrote:

*In response to Estonia's retired Defense Forces Lt. Col. Raivo Tamm
recent statements that Estonia needs to independently build up its
defensive capabilities in response to a growing Russian military
presence on the other side of the border.

SOURCE CODE: EE204
PUBLICATION: analysis
ATTRIBUTION: STRATFOR source
SOURCE DESCRIPTION: Head of Estonian news org
SOURCE Reliability : B
ITEM CREDIBILITY: B
DISTRIBUTION: Alpha
SOURCE HANDLER: Eugene

Tamm based his longer comment on his meeting with Pekka Visuri, the
Finnish military strategist. Finland has always been in favor of keeping
up a very good independent military deterring capacity, as they are
outside NATO, and also for historical reasons. At the turn of the
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century, Estonia's military circles roughly divided into a NATO school
and a Finnish school, the first stressing international cooperation,
professional troops, development of mission capability, Article 5, etc,
while the 'Finnish' school stood for a more "homemade" total defence
strategy based on nationwide preparedness. Laaneots has always been in
the middle, trying to balance out those different groups. Tamm
especially credited him for building up the war-time mobilization and
reserve gatherings system. But Tamm remained vague on the new Chief's
specific tasks, just spoke about structural modernization and
enhancement of quality, etc. He more or less just explained the Finnish
view to the general public.

--
Lauren Goodrich
Senior Eurasia Analyst
STRATFOR
T: +1 512 744 4311 | F: +1 512 744 4105
www.STRATFOR.com
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PUBLICATION: Background info
SOURCE: VZ 02
ATTRIBUTION: Stratfor source
SOURCE DESCRIPTION: American oil specialist with extensive VZ and Russia
experience
SOURCE Reliability : A
ITEM CREDIBILITY: 1 (with some questions that we're following up in the
open source)
DISTRO: Secure
SOURCE HANDLER: Karen

The electricity issue
The government is not doing anything serious about new power plants. The
only thing they have is generators they are building (bringing in?) on
barges and so on. Source has been talking to the heavy hitter electricity
contractors who were requested to make proposals two or three years ago on
building new power plants to support the system that was already sagging
back then. The contractors haven't been called.
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PDVSA has a construction department in each of their units, and they have
been tasked with all of the new building of power plants and increasing of
thermal supply. But across the board, you don't do the heavy lifting as a
construction department inside an oil company. You don't have the capacity
to do these kinds of things. You need to hire contractors, engineers and
construction firms. And with PDVSA it's even worse, they've never had the
heavy lifting capability, and they lost all expertise and most
organizational capacity when they laid off all of their people.

There is a proposal to try to buy ship power generators/engines from
Finland. These are huge piston-driven engines that you wouldn't really
want to be using on land.... It would cost $50 million to pay for these.
Ramirez told Chavez on Alo Presidente that these were dual fuel. But not
everything that they are building is duel fuel. It's a real mishmash and
the government is just trying to get what they can. As a general rule,
they cannot schedule. They don't have the foggiest idea accross the board
to get things done. The central planning in Caracas, which is their better
people, and they are completely lost when it comes to planning. Joking....
but it sure looks like Rafael Ramirez is out to knock off chavez, whether
he means to or not.

Chavez might have thought that they were actually going to get the power
plant he was promised on March 31, because that's what Ramirez promised on
an Alo Presidente show. But the plant is not there. Interview with the
new electricity minister: "some delays in the plants." Speculation: When
they realized that the march 31 increase in electricity production wasn't
going to happen, they declared a holiday for the whole week.

Something to watch for: One thing that the energy sector may opt to do is
to cut the electricity to the water pumps. They inject water into the
fields to keep the pressure up. You could for a few days stop injection if
you needed to reserve electricity, but over time the pressure goes down.
If you stop injection for too long the pumping systems damage themselves,
because there's backflow. An effect on output would be seen within a few
months of this decision being made.
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Text
This wasn't OC related, its more on the political end. Towns and villages
throughout Oaxaca routinely are war with each other because the state is
so mountainous and these little pockets of population are so isolated.
This NGO convoy was was passing through a town with humanitarian aid for
another "rival" town and ambushed. Now this type of thing doenst happen
everyday but its not all that uncommon to see especially in Oaxaca

Fred Burton wrote:

I know there are NGOs working with the migrants heading north.
Can't recall NGO caravans being hit. Alex would know.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

From: Allison Fedirka
Date: Thu, 29 Apr 2010 05:46:39 -0500
To: LatAm AOR; CT AOR
Subject: Re: [CT] [OS] MEXICO/FINLAND/CT/GV - European NGO caravan
attacked in Oaxaca, 1 Finn 1 Mex die
Are NGO's comment targets of paramilitary attacks in Mex?
Do NGOs occupy any important role in Mex such that if they were scared
away Mex would be worse off? (it's pretty crappy now so I can't imagine
it getting much worse)

Publicado el jueves, 04.29.10-
http://www.elnuevoherald.com/2010/04/29/707027/muere-un-finlandes-en-ataque-en.html

Muere un finlandes en ataque en Mexico

Un finlandes y una mexicana murieron el martes en Oaxaca, sureste de
Mexico, en un ataque armado a una caravana humanitaria con activistas
europeos que iban hacia una comunidad indigena, informo un grupo
nogubernamental.

En el ataque, cometido por hombres armados la tarde del martes en una
zona montanosa de Oaxaca, resulto herida otra mexicana, mientras que
al menos cuatro personas mas, entre ellos tres periodistas, estan
desaparecidas.

``Nuestra caravana se detuvo cuando vimos un reten de unos 30
encapuchados vestidos de civiles y armados con rifles AK-47, y apenas
estabamos dando marcha en reversa, cuando sin darnos tiempo casi de
reaccionar nos cayo encima una rafaga'', dijo a la AFP via telefonica
Ruben Valencia, sobreviviente del ataque y miembro de la organizacion
Vocal.
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Tyri Antero Jaakkola, un finlandes de unos 25 anos que habia llegado
hace tres meses a la empobrecida Oaxaca para trabajar por un ano con
Vocal, fue la primera victima del ataque de los ``paramilitares'',
anadio.

El activista pertenecia a la organizacion finlandesa Uusi Tuuli Ry,
que tambien formaba parte de La Otra Campana, un movimiento
simpatizante del Ejercito Zapatista de Liberacion Nacional (EZLN),
segun las fuentes. Alberta Carino, miembro del Centro de Apoyo
Comunitario Trabajando Unidos (Cactus), ``que tenia 35 anos, tambien
murio'' en el ataque, se agrego.

Asimismo, dos reporteros de la revista Contralinea y otro de una
agencia local, asi como un integrante de Vocal permanecen
desaparecidos, dijo Omar Esparza, esposo de la mexicana muerta.

El sobreviviente aseguro que en la caravana tambien iban activistas de
Italia, Belgica y Alemania, de los que no se tenian reportes.

Al sentir las rafagas, los cerca de 20 miembros de la caravana
salieron corriendo de las camionetas, que se dirigian a San Juan
Copala, un pueblo indigena triqui autodeclarado autonomo en el 2007 y
sumido en fuertes disputas internas por el control del territorio.

``Salimos corriendo de las camionetas y nos internamos en el monte y
pudimos escapar de esa zona durante la noche'', relato Valencia.

Despues de cinco horas de caminar en la oscuridad, Valencia llego a la
cabecera municipal de Santiago Juxtlahuaca, junto con otros tres
sobrevivientes. ``Las camionetas portaban mantas que decian que eramos
una caravana humanitaria y aun asi no nos respetaron. Les llevabamos
comida y medicinas porque es un pueblo que esta aislado por los
conflictos internos'', anadio Valencia.

Read more:
http://www.elnuevoherald.com/2010/04/29/707027/muere-un-finlandes-en-ataque-
en.html#ixzz0mU77sfEN

--
Alex Posey
Tactical Analyst
STRATFOR
alex.posey@stratfor.com
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Wow. That is really interesting. This is something to watch.

--
Kristen A. Cooper
Eurasia Analyst
STRATFOR
T: (512) 744-4093 M: (512) 619-9414
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To: "EurAsia AOR"
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Subject: [Eurasia] Far-right Finnish politician Timo Soini bids
for presidency

This is a couple of days old, but very interesting to keep an eye on since
this guy got 19% of the votes in the last elections...

Far-right Finnish politician Timo Soini bids for presidency

http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/nov/13/timo-soini-finnish-presidency

Timo Soini is excited about Italian bond yields. "I just heard that the
interest on Italian 10-year loans is now over 7.3%," he whispers as a
cast-iron lift hoists us from the ground floor of the monumental Finnish
parliament to his office above. "This is a horrendous situation." But it's
clear that, from his political standpoint, it's actually quite good news.

Soini, 49, is arguably the most successful eurosceptic politician in
Europe today, and certainly in the eurozone.

Earlier this year, when his True Finns party refused to back the bailout
of Portugal, this bear of a man (he's 18 stone and 6ft 2in) had the
world's attention. "The Finns party made a huge impact last spring all
over Europe," he remembers with satisfaction. "The Portuguese bailout was
on the hook for nearly one-and-a-half months because of us."

The stance earned enormous political dividends. In the parliamentary
election that April, the party won 19.1% of the vote, up from just 4.1%
previously, turning a fringe far-right party into the country's
third-largest, with MPs such as the glamorous Kike Elomaa, a former
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champion bodybuilder and pop star. The party received only slightly fewer
votes than the once dominant Social Democrats.

The latest round of the eurozone crisis could not have come at a better
time. Within a month, Soini launches his campaign for the Finnish
presidency, and last week he returned from a tour of the UK and the US to
begin agitating.

"We had a really, really fierce discussion, myself and the prime minister,
yesterday in parliament," he tells me in his office. "I said, and it
irritated the prime minister a lot: 'Have you ever heard about the Soviet
Union? They said it was everlasting, and it was not. Now they say the euro
and the European Union are everlasting, but it is not. If we run out of
money and morals, there will be destruction one day.'"

Destruction seems to be part of Soini's plan. He says that Finland could
easily retract the backing its parliament gave the expanded European
financial stability facility, the eurozone bailout fund, in September, a
move that would rip apart the rescue package stitched together last month.
"We can even now say that it is full stop for our bailing out," he
insists. "We can say it, even if we are members of the eurozone and the
EFSF's [European Financial Stability Facility's] power has been enlarged.
Each and every individual decision, by Finnish law, has to be made in this
house, and if this housea*| says this is the end of the story, it's the
stand of the Finnish parliament and we can do it."

With his lumbering build, baggy grey suits, football scarf and booming
voice, Soini is a long way from the sober consensus politicians who built
Finland's welfare state. He is well educated: his master's was,
appropriately, on populism in politics. But he presents himself as an
ordinary working-class guy and has a gift for witty, memorable soundbites
which resonate well with the farmers and factory workers left out of
Finland's technology-driven economy.

He's an anglophile who claims to have seen Millwall football club play 40
times. His greatest hero is John Paul II, who was pope when Soini
converted to Catholicism, and whom he admires both for his opposition to
communism and for his hard stance against abortion, contraception and
women priests.

It's a sign of Soini's oratorical flair how easily he can turn all these
peculiarities into assets. He claims that when he was 14 and saw Millwall
play on television, he was drawn to their blue and white colours, which
match the Finnish flag. "I didn't have the slightest idea of their
reputation as so-called hooligans," he says. "But this has been used
against me in this country. And of course, I can't just get rid of my team
because somebody criticises it."

As for his religion, he uses it to identify himself both with Finland's
minorities and with the southern European countries he so frequently



condemns. "As a Catholic, I understand quite clearly the situation of
Ireland, Poland, Italy and even Greek Orthodox countries. In Catholic
countries the state isn't considered to be the hand of God. It's a common
hobby to cheat the government, to cheat those who have power."

While Soini claims to be on the side of minorities, this isn't true for
many of the other True Finn MPs. One, Teuvo Hakkarainen, last month
suggested that all homosexuals and Somali refugees be exiled to an island
in the Baltic. Another, Jussi Halla-aho, a blogger cited as an influence
by the Oslo terrorist Anders Breivik, was found guilty of hate crimes
after he wrote in 2009 that the Prophet Muhammad was a paedophile and
Islam a religion of paedophilia. This September he argued that Greece
would not be able resolve its problems unless it returned to a military
dictatorship. Soini's only reaction so far has been to issue verbal
warnings to Hakkarainen and suspend Halla-aho from the party for two
weeks.

"You can't find a politician in this country who says that I have extreme
views about foreigners or homosexuals or anyone else," he insists. "It's
so painful to the old and established party to confess that there's a real
challenger on economics, or bailing out the EU, that the easiest solution
is to demonise us."

When Soini was in the US last week, he spoke on Fox News. Last month he
spoke at the Conservative party conference in Manchester. "I get a massive
amount of post throughout Europe. When they see that in Finland, which is
a welfare country, which is a triple-A country, this kind of movement and
party can rise here, it can rise everywhere. But that is what the people
and the decision-makers haven't figured throughout Europe. They don't
understand that people are not living only by bread, they are living on
policy and they want to be heard."

He dismisses the arguments David Cameron used last week to defeat the Tory
backbench calls for a referendum on the EU: "In a way he's right. Now
might be a dangerous moment. But if things go in a better direction, then
they'll say, 'There's no need because everything seems to function'."

He believes Germany may even turn against the EU: "Germany is paying in
many ways for the sins of the Nazi government. German aircrews, they
couldn't even go to Libya because of what Rommel did. But I think we will
see also in Germany the rise of anti-bailout thinking, but it's so
difficult to criticise it now without being labelled a certain kind of
populist." Soini insists that his campaign is going to have a positive
spirit.

"When do you need most hope? When there's no hope at all," Jukka Jusula,
the spin-doctor who has run Soini's nine previous elections, explains
softly.



Soini quickly picks up the theme. "Yes, when you are rowing in a galley.
Do you remember? Where the slaves were rowing. Dum dum, dum dum," he
continues, bashing away at imaginary kettle drums. "Then when the big
stone is approachinga*| and crash," he says, smashing his fists together.
"And you escape.

"Let my people go, says Moses to the pharaoh," he concludes with a
prophetic roar. "Yes, let my people go! Why not?"

--
Adriano Bosoni - ADP
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I shared our analysis with a friend of mine in the Finnish government who
replied:
I was laughing at the English name - True Finns! I hear the name of the
party in English the first time J Anyway, it is remarkable how they have
achieved votes from (true) Finns.. I'm not going to vote them J Let's see
that will Mr Timo Soinio run for the President election next fall! 2012 we
will have a new President.
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